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Acronyms and Abbreviations 
Basis of Design Report Kittitas County Transfer Station Basis of Design Report 

BOCC  Board of County Commissioners 

CH2M  CH2M HILL Engineers, Inc. 

City  City of Ellensburg, Washington 

County  Kittitas County 

existing facility  existing Ellensburg Transfer Station 

FAA  Federal Aviation Administration 

facility  new transfer station 

FEMA  Federal Emergency Management Agency 

MRW  moderate-risk waste (or household hazardous waste) 

project  new transfer station development and site selection process 

SEPA  State Environmental Policy Act 

WAC  Washington Administrative Code 
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Introduction 
This Site Selection Report documents the comprehensive siting process used to prepare 
recommendations for selection of Kittitas County’s new transfer station (facility) site. The projected 
population growth and solid waste management needs of Kittitas County, combined with existing 
Ellensburg Transfer Station (existing facility) challenges and limitations, requires construction of a new 
solid waste transfer station at a new location. The new transfer station will be designed to address 
existing facility limitations and support a growing community. The new facility will include a transfer 
building, composting area, moderate-risk waste (MRW) building, and recycling dropoff area as well as 
various administrative, parking, and other required elements. The new transfer station development 
and site selection process is referred to in this report as the project.  

This Site Selection Report is organized as follows: 

• Section 1: Introduction 
• Section 2: Background Information 
• Section 3: Basis of Design Report Summary 
• Section 4: Site Screening and Selection Process 
• Section 5: Public Involvement Activities 
• Section 6: Final Recommendation and Next Steps 

Supporting information is provided in the appendixes to this report.  
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Background Information 
The existing Ellensburg Transfer Station is located at 1001 Industrial Way in the City of Ellensburg, 
Washington (City) and serves both residents and commercial haulers. The existing facility handles solid 
waste, recyclables, and household hazardous waste (also referred to as MRW) and makes compost from 
yard waste.  

The entire existing facility and composting site is located adjacent to Wilson Creek within the 100-year 
floodplain. Topographically, the existing site is at a low elevation relative to the surrounding floodplain. 
During spring thaw and heavy rain events, the existing facility is often flooded, impacting a majority of 
access roads, unloading areas, and operational areas (see Figure 2-1).  

In addition to the customer access 
and operational challenges 
associated with frequent seasonal 
flooding, the existing facility is also 
space constrained. The small size of 
the facility results in long customer 
queuing times and potentially unsafe 
conditions within the small unloading 
and processing areas. As a result of 
existing size and property 
constraints, the existing facility does 
not have the capacity to 
accommodate additional material or 
users. The existing facility and 
property cannot support the growing 
solid waste management needs of 
Kittitas County.

 
Figure 2-1. Existing Facility Flooding 
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Basis of Design Report Summary 
A Basis of Design for the new transfer station and site was established during the feasibility study phase 
of the project. The Kittitas County Transfer Station Basis of Design Report (Basis of Design Report; CH2M 
HILL Engineers, Inc. [CH2M], December 2016) presents the existing Ellensburg Transfer Station service 
area and customers, tonnages and process flows, and County growth projections and goals for 
establishing new facility design parameters. A conceptual site layout, including key elements of the new 
transfer station, was also established and presented in the Basis of Design Report. The new transfer 
station was designed to address existing facility limitations and meet the long-term needs of the County. 
The new transfer station includes the following elements: 

• Roads and facility geometry to safely accommodate traffic flows 
• Transfer building 
• Composting area 
• Administration building 
• Scalehouse building and scales 
• Recycling dropoff area 
• MRW building 
• Stormwater management 

Preliminary designs for the conceptual site layout were prepared in accordance with industry best 
practices, local planning, and State of Washington regulations for solid waste facilities (Washington 
Administrative Code [WAC] 173-350-310). Results established in the Basis of Design Report estimated a 
required area of approximately 20 to 25 acres to meet the solid waste and material management needs 
of the new facility. This estimate did not take into account site-specific features and dimensional 
limitations that may modify the space and design requirements. However, the estimate provided the 
County and the CH2M team with the required information to begin identifying and evaluating specific 
sites. The minimum size used for site selection was 25 acres. The Basis of Design Report is provided in 
Appendix A.
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Site Screening and Selection Process 
Kittitas County implemented a step-by-step siting process to identify and select preferred sites for the 
new transfer station. The County worked with consultants CH2M and EnviroIssues to perform 
engineering and analyses and to engage and coordinate with the community throughout the siting 
process. Community input and transfer station design and siting parameters were considered during the 
development of siting criteria.  

Once siting criteria and measurement scales were established, potential sites were filtered through the 
sequential site screening process. Each stage of the screening process refined both siting criteria and the 
list of potential sites. Conclusively, the screening process resulted in a list of three potential sites 
meeting developed technical and community criteria. 

4.1 Site Screening and Selection 
Process Overview 

The step-by-step siting process included the following 
sequential stages (as summarized on Figure 4-1 and further 
detailed in Sections 4.2 through 4.4): 

1. Identify List of Potential Sites Using Initial Siting Criteria 

• Identified potential sites using the initial siting criteria 
(over 60 potential sites identified). 

• Obtained community feedback on siting criteria and 
revised preliminary screening criteria and secondary 
siting criteria. 

2. Conduct Preliminary Site Screening 

• Applied revised preliminary screening criteria to the 60 
potential sites (reduced the list to 32 potential sites). 

3. Conduct Secondary Site Screening 

• Conducted Step 1 of secondary site screening using 
revised secondary siting criteria (reduced the list to 11 
potential sites). 

• Reviewed list of 11 potential sites with representatives 
from the City and County. Using updated City/County 
zoning, land-use discussion, and urban growth area 
information, further refined the list to three potential 
sites. 

• Prepared conceptual layouts and rough-order-of-
magnitude cost estimates for the three potential sites. 

• Consulted with the community on the three sites, 
conducted further research and technical review, removed one site, and added another site. 

• Prepared conceptual layout and rough-order-of-magnitude cost estimate for new site. 

 
Figure 4-1. Sequential Siting Process 
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• Conducted Step 2 of secondary site screening using the secondary siting criteria; prepared scores for 
the three sites; weighted criteria using stakeholder feedback on criteria of most interest; ranked 
sites; recommended preferred site. 

• Conducted final site selection. 

Community outreach and involvement was encouraged and coordinated throughout the siting process 
and included early public outreach, interview of local stakeholders, community briefings and meetings, 
and online public reviews and feedback periods. Public involvement activities are further described in 
Section 5. 

Each step summarized above is further discussed in the Sections 4.2 through 4.4. 

4.2 Identify List of Potential Sites Using Initial Siting Criteria 
An initial list of potential sites was developed by the County project team in April 2017 and included 
over 60 potential sites 
around the cities of 
Ellensburg and Kittitas 
(Figure 4-2). This list of 
potential sites met the 
following initial siting 
criteria: 

• Greater than or equal 
to 25 acres in size 

• Within 2 miles of 
either City of 
Ellensburg or City of 
Kittitas 

• Does not contain a 
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 100-year flood zone 

• Does not have residential zoning 

This initial list of potential sites was presented to the community during the early public outreach and 
involvement phase. The first County-led community meeting was held on June 6, 2017, and was 
attended by approximately 30 community members. During the meeting, the overall project description 
and objectives were shared with attendees and included existing Ellensburg Transfer Station challenges 
and conditions, current project status, design parameters, growth projections, and community 
involvement. Community feedback was solicited on preliminary siting criteria and overall community 
values. Additionally, the County’s online engagement website was shared and became available to the 
public on May 23, 2017. The website’s public feedback tool remained open through June 30, 2017, for 
this early review period. Community feedback collected online and from the community meeting during 
this early review period revealed the following public considerations and values: 

• Provide convenience and accessibility for users 
• Avoid residential areas 
• Consider routes and traffic 
• Consider utility water availability and stormwater impacts 
• Develop a solution that reflects economic efficiency 

 
Figure 4-2. Initial 60 Potential Sites 
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4.3 Conduct Preliminary Site Screening 
The project team finalized the preliminary site screening criteria based on initial community 
considerations and values. The revised preliminary siting criteria consisted of the following: 

• At least 25 acres in size with at least 25 acres of connected usable space 

• At least 25 acres outside the 100-year floodplain 

• Within 2 miles of the Ellensburg and/or Kittitas population center 

• Not located within a residential zone 

• Existing utility connections available within ½ mile of the site 

• Not located west or south of the Yakima River and/or I-90, and has easy access to I-90 

• Not located within takeoff or approach areas of the Bowers Field Airport and/or not within Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA) location restrictions 

During the initial site screening 
process, the project team 
applied the preliminary siting 
criteria to the initial list of over 
60 potential sites, filtering down 
to 32 potential sites (Figure 4-
3). The most significant change 
at this stage of the process 
resulted from community 
feedback to keep the new 
transfer station site close and 
accessible to the community 
center. The project team added 
new criteria to keep the site 
“within 2 miles of the Ellensburg 
and/or Kittitas population 
center.” The project team then 
analyzed city population and 
existing infrastructure, traffic 
impacts, and hauling distances, 
and concluded that areas surrounding the City of Ellensburg would result in the least traffic impacts and 
a higher community value. 

 
Figure 4-3. 32 Sites Identified in Preliminary Screening 
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4.4 Conduct Secondary Site Screening 
4.4.1 Step 1 – Secondary Site Screening 
Step 1 of the secondary site 
screening process applied a 
subset of secondary siting criteria 
to the 32 potential sites 
remaining from the initial site 
screening stage. The secondary 
siting criteria used to reduce the 
list of 32 potential sites to 11 
potential sites included: 

• Zoning 
• Distance from population 

center (ease of access by 
customers) 

• Floodplain 
• Drive time access to 

interstate and landfill 
• Current land use 

The 11 potential sites (Figure 4-4) 
were further reviewed and 
discussed in a workshop attended 
by City and County representatives. During the workshop, the participants reviewed updated City and 
County zoning, planned land use, and urban growth area information. Results of this workshop refined 
the list of 11 potential sites down to the following 3 sites: 

• Site 1: Cement Plant Site 
• Site 25: Tjossem Road Site 
• Site 32: Airport Site 

 
Figure 4-4. 11 Sites Identified in Step 1 of Secondary Site Screening 
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Conceptual site layouts were designed by 
the project team for each site based on 
requirements and parameters established in 
the project Basis of Design. Figure 4-5 shows 
conceptual site layouts of the Cement Plant 
Site, Tjossem Road Site, and Airport Site, 
respectively.  

These three potential sites, along with 
project progress, were presented to the 
community during the second County-led 
community meeting. The second 
community meeting was held on September 
13, 2017, and was attended by 
approximately 37 community members. 
Additionally, based on conceptual site 
layouts, the project team generated rough-
order-of-magnitude cost estimates for each 
site and presented a comparative costs 
estimate. Comparative costs for each 
potential site were separated into the 
following: 

• Facility development cost, representing 
 all building and facility construction 
 costs required onsite within the 
 property 

• Offsite development cost, representing 
 construction costs required outside the 
 property to connect roadway 
 infrastructure and utilities to the new 
 facility 

• Land acquisition cost by owner, 
 representing property sale or lease 

Table 4-1 (shown on the next page) 
summarizes the comparative costs of the 
sites.  

During the September 13, 2017, community 
meeting, the County obtained feedback on 
the three potential sites and secondary 

siting criteria weighting. Additionally, the County’s online engagement website was available for review 
and public feedback for the period from September 13 to 30, 2017. Community feedback collected from 
this second online period and meeting revealed that the Cement Plant Site was the most preferred site 
because of its location in an industrial area and proximity to the interstate. The Airport Site was the least 
preferred site due to the following concerns: traffic congestion through residential neighborhoods, 
concerns about future development planned for the surrounding property, and FAA setback 
requirements. Additional community feedback collected during this period revealed that the secondary 
criteria most important to the community were the floodplain and current land use criteria. This 
feedback reinforced high community value in identifying a site that avoids potential flooding and for 

 
 

 

 
Figure 4-5. Conceptual Site Layouts of Three Potential Sites 
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which current land use policy is most supportive and potentially beneficial in developing a new transfer 
station. 

After hearing from the public and conducting additional technical work and further research into FAA 
rules and the Airport Master Plan, the project team removed the Airport Site from further consideration.  

The project team revisited the 
previously identified list of 11 potential 
sites for candidates to replace the 
removed Airport Site. All remaining sites 
were found to be unfavorable due to 
zoning status and location outside of 
the urban growth area, which would 
prohibit development of a new transfer 
station. Initial site investigation and 
discussions with the current property 
owner of the Cement Plant Site led to 
additional investigation of a potential 
site across US Highway 97 from the 
Cement Plant Site. This new site 
location was identified as Site 33, US 
97/Old Highway 10, and was found to have been removed from consideration during the initial site 
screening process due to the presence of a thin strip of a FEMA 100-year flood zone dissecting the site. 
After further review, confirmation of City Light Industrial Zoning (which would require some additional 
approvals but appeared to be workable), and consideration of the floodplain, the project team 
determined that the site had more than 25 acres of usable space and the floodplain channel could either 
be avoided or relocated and engineered with low impact to new site development and the floodplain 
network. A conceptual site layout was prepared for the new US 97/Old Highway 10 Site (Figure 4-6) and 
a rough-order-of-magnitude cost estimate was developed (Table 4-1).  

Table 4-1. Comparative Rough-Order-of-Magnitude Costs 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Site Selection Report 

Potential Site Facility Development Costa Offsite Development Costb Land Acquisition Cost 
by Ownerc 

Cement Plant $10 to $20 million $0.8 million TBD/privately owned 

Tjossem Road $10 to $20 million $1.6 million TBD/privately owned 

Airport $10 to $20 million $0.1 million $82,000 per year/County 
lease 

US 97/Old Highway 10 $10 to $20 million $0.8 million TBD/privately owned 

a Total facility development cost includes scalehouse, recycling dropoff, transfer building, onsite utilities, onsite roads, 
MRW building, and composting area.  

b Offsite development cost includes extending water, sewer, electrical services, and road improvements.  
c TBD means the price of the site would need to be negotiated as part of a sale. 

 

  

 
Figure 4-6. US 97/Old Highway 10 Site 
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A County/City workshop was held on November 16, 2017, to review project status, layouts, rough-order-
of-magnitude cost estimates, and initial site criteria performance scoring of the three potential sites. 
Results of this workshop confirmed the following three potential sites for final consideration: 

• Site 1: Cement Plant Site 
• Site 25: Tjossem Road Site 
• Site 33: US 97/Old Highway 10 

Since Site 33 US 97/Old Highway 10 was added after the September 13, 2017, community meeting, 
another meeting was added and the site was presented to the community via the County’s online 
engagement website. Feedback was solicited from January 12 to February 23, 2017, and additional 
community feedback was collected at the community meeting held on April 9, 2018.  

4.4.2 Step 2 – Secondary Site Screening, Scoring, and Ranking 
The final three potential sites (Cement Plant Site, Tjossem Road Site, and US 97/Old Highway 10 Site) 
were carried forward to the final site screening stage: Step 2—Secondary Site Screening, Scoring, and 
Ranking. CH2M conducted Step 2 of the secondary site screening using the complete list of secondary 
siting criteria that were developed earlier in the project, as follows: 

• Zoning 
• Distance from Population Center (ease of access by customers) 
• Floodplain 
• Drive Time Access to Interstate and Landfill 
• Current Land Use 
• Surface Waters 
• Depth to Groundwater 
• Endangered Species 
• Cultural Resources 
• Proximity to Existing/Future Residential Neighborhoods 
• Traffic Impacts 
• Ownership of Property 
• Acquisition and Development Cost 

These final screening criteria reflect the community input that was received on screening criteria during 
the various phases of community engagement. 

The three sites were scored against the secondary site screening criteria using the measurement scales 
shown in Appendix B, Table B-1 and the CH2M multi-objective decision analysis tool to document and 
summarize results. Scores were summarized and tabulated as shown in Appendix B, Table B-2. In Table 
B-2, scores are represented with a color scale that ranges from red to green, with red representing the 
worst scores (i.e., worst feasible outcome) and green representing the best scores (i.e., best feasible 
outcome). Scores shown in Table B-2 do not reflect any weighting of the screening criteria and are 
therefore only preliminary results; however, as reflected in Table B-2, the US 97/Old Highway 10 Site has 
the best unweighted scores. Technical information and rationale used in the scoring of each criteria are 
documented in Table B-3 and additional background data for select secondary screening criteria are 
included in Appendix C.  

Each secondary screening criterion was weighted to show the relative importance of that criterion using 
City, County, and public feedback. Table B-4 shows the relative percent weights for both City/County 
and public feedback. The relative weights were applied to the criteria and normalized with the 
endpoints of the scales set to 0 (low) and 100 (high). The final value scores for each site were calculated 
using a weighted averaging process in which the normalized scores were multiplied by the weighting 
factors and summed for each category. These results are shown in Appendix B, Table B-5. Table B-5 
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shows the weighted results using feedback from two different stakeholder groups. In the upper portion 
of the table, the scores using weights established by City and County staff are represented, whereas in 
the lower portion of the table, the scores using weights reflective of public comment are represented. 
These results are summarized in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2. Summary of Total Weighted Scores 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Site Selection Report 

Site Total Scores Using City/County 
Weights 

Total Scores Using Public Weights 

Site 1: Cement Plant Site 50.9 73.3 

Site 25: Tjossem Road Site 43.5 46.9 

Site 33: US 97/Old Highway 10 Site 70.9 77.7 

 

As shown in Table 4-2, regardless of whether the City/County or Public Comment weights were used, 
the US 97/Old Highway 10 Site had the best overall score, followed by the Cement Plant Site, and then 
the Tjossem Road Site. Figures B-1 and B-2 in Appendix B provide additional summaries of these results. 
Figure B-1 shows stacked bar charts for the final weighted scores (for both City/County and Public 
Comment results). These bar charts illustrate the relative impact of each secondary screening criterion 
on the overall score. Figure B-2 is a plot of the overall scores of each site (for both City/County and 
Public Comment results) versus the estimated acquisition and development costs that were calculated 
for each site. As shown on Figure B-2, Site 25 (Tjossem Road Site) has the highest cost and the lowest 
score. Site 33 (US 97/Old Highway 10 Site) has the highest score and a moderate acquisition and 
development cost.  
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Public Involvement Activities 
The County developed and implemented a Public Involvement Plan to engage and coordinate with the 
local community throughout the project. Implementation of the plan’s tools, activities, and community 
outreach materials enabled an important two-way dialogue between public and project team. Through 
engagement, the project team was able to better understand interests of people in the communities 
served by the existing transfer station and how best to involve community members in the siting and 
construction of the new transfer station. This approach ensured that the public had an opportunity to 
learn about the project, interact with the project team, and provide input on the siting decision.  

Community outreach was performed through stakeholder interviews, community meetings, briefings, 
the County’s online engagement website, and feedback surveys. Initial stakeholder interview 
participants were identified by project staff and were intended to be representative of a variety of 
community perspectives. Stakeholders included representatives from local governments and community 
groups and comprised the following participants: 

• Paul Jewell – Kittitas County 
• Ryan Lyyski and Margaret Reich – City of Ellensburg 
• Barry Brunson – Our Environment 
• Sharon Lumsden and Barry Brunson – Kittitas Audubon Society 
• Charli Sorenson – County Residents Against PacifiClean 
• Charli Sorenson – Grant County Public Utilities District 

A summary of stakeholder interviews and feedback is provided in Appendix D. As shown in the 
summary, the major themes that emerged through this feedback were as follows: 

• Select a location that is convenient for the surrounding community.  
• Increase the amount of recyclable plastic accepted. 
• Inform and engage the community using local radio stations, stores, and organizations.  

The County online engagement website has provided up-to-date information, including project 
description and schedule, upcoming events and announcements, and contact information. The website 
has been open to the public since May 23, 2017, and has been updated with current project 
information, meeting materials, milestones, and decisions throughout the project duration. The website 
augmented community meetings by providing project milestone material and a means to provide online 
feedback. Community meetings were held at the Kittitas Valley Event Center in Ellensburg, Washington, 
on June 6, 2017, September 13, 2017, and April 9, 2018. The types of feedback received at each meeting 
are summarized in Table 5-1.  

Table 5-1. Summary of Community Feedback Received at Public Meetings 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Site Selection Report 

Community Meeting Feedback Received 

June 6, 2017 Potential siting areas and concerns 
Community values 
Preliminary siting criteria 

September 13, 2017 Initial three potential sites 
Weighting siting criteria 

April 9, 2018 Revised three potential sites 
Weighting siting criteria 
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County online engagement website information, and community meeting presentations and feedback 
summaries, are included in Appendix D. Table 5-2 shows the number of comments received during each 
feedback period.  

Table 5-2. Number of Community Comments Received During Feedback Periods 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Site Selection Report 

Feedback Period Total Number of Comment Responses Received 

May 23 to June 30, 2017 15 

September 13 to October 3, 2017 59 

January 12 to February 23, 2018 33 

April 9 to 27, 2018 52 

 

The project team provided regular briefings to stakeholders, the solid waste advisory committee, and 
the Board of County Commissioners (BOCC) at key milestones throughout the project. Briefings included 
presentations with project updates, schedule, and summaries of public outreach and input events.  
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Final Recommendation and Next Steps 
On the basis of the information and results from the site screening process documented in the previous 
sections, the top-ranked sites for the design and construction of Kittitas County’s new transfer station 
site are as shown below (sites listed in order of ranking): 

1. Site 33: US 97/Old Highway Site 
2. Site 1: Cement Plant Site 
3. Site 25: Tjossem Road Site 

This Site Selection Report will be presented to the BOCC office along with the project findings and 
recommendations presented herein. The Kittitas County Commission will issue a final decision to the 
community with a final site recommendation for the new Kittitas County transfer station. With BOCC 
acceptance, the team will begin preparing applications for local, state, and federal approvals and 
permits. 

The most critical approval for the project is the Solid Waste Facility Permit. The granting of this permit 
requires compliance with the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) (WAC 197-11). SEPA is a 
multiagency collaboration and a public process to identify and analyze environmental impacts 
associated with government actions. The State delegates SEPA compliance for the Solid Waste Facility 
Permit to the Kittitas County Public Health Department. In the case of the preferred US 97/Old Highway 
10 Site, another major hurdle for the project is the land use change required from the City of Ellensburg 
Planning Division. The project would not be approved without a rezone; therefore, the SEPA lead agency 
may be either the Public Health Department or the Planning Division. 

It is preferable to perform permitting before and during the final design phase of the project so that 
changes to site design and operation can mitigate potential impacts. The following list is a summary of 
the types of permits required and a generalized schedule for the next steps of the project: 

• State and Federal 

− SEPA: Meets requirements for Section 106, Endangered Species Act, Clean Water Act 

 Hold preapplication meeting and establish lead agency 

 Conduct fieldwork if needed, for example, wetland and streams, cultural resources, noise, 
visual quality, traffic impact, air quality, and topographic/lands survey 

 Obtain Determination of Significance – SEPA Checklist or SEPA environmental impact 
statement 

− National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Construction Stormwater General Permit 

− FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map Online Letter of Map Change application 

• Local  

− City of Ellensburg Community Development Department preapplication meeting – opportunity 
to discuss the land use development requirements (including rezoning), building code 
requirements, Public Works and Energy Services requirements (including FEMA Floodplain 
Hazard boundary), and other environmental issues 

− Kittitas County – Public Health Department Solid Waste Facility Permit 

− Various construction permits – for grading and filling, rights of way, driveways, traffic control 
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− Rights-of-way and easements – for site and road access may be tied to the site acquisition 
process 

• Public meetings – as required by any permitting processes 

• Other special meetings – as needed between municipal entities or agencies 

The overall permitting schedule is highly dependent on the results of the preapplication meetings and 
the SEPA Determination of Significance. As described earlier, the final design will incorporate the 
provisions and mitigation measures of the permits. Permitting is not formally complete until the 
construction phase is complete because there are often requirements for monitoring or building activity 
reports and inspections. 
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Introduction 
Kittitas County intends to construct a new solid waste transfer station, compost facility, moderate risk 
waste (MRW) facility, and recycling depot at a new location (that has yet to be determined). The new 
facility will replace the existing Ellensburg transfer station and will be designed to address some existing 
site challenges and prepare the County for future growth.  

The County has retained CH2M HILL, Inc. (CH2M) to perform preliminary engineering services in support 
of the development of this new solid waste transfer station. The project will also accomplish the 
following: comply with local planning and state (Washington Administrative Code 173-350-310) 
regulations; efficiently manage all material types (solid waste, recyclables, and green waste); provide 
safe operation for customers and workers; be cost effective; be designed to efficiently process material; 
and address community concerns.  

The project is expected to be conducted in multiple phases. This report summarizes the work conducted 
as part of the first phase (Phase A – Project Initiation and Programming) and incudes the basis of design 
and conceptual layouts for this facility.  

1.1 Project Background and Objectives 
The existing Ellensburg transfer station has location and size constraints. Located in a floodplain, the 
facility is closed because of customer access issues during significant rainfall or spring runoff events. The 
facility is also undersized for the number of customers using the facility. The small size of the facility 
results in long queuing times and potentially unsafe conditions within the small unloading and 
processing areas. 

The new transfer station will be designed to address these limitations and to fit the current and 
long-term needs of the County. The new facility will include a transfer building, composting area, MRW 
building, and recycling depot as well as various administrative, parking, and other required elements. 

1.2 Service Area 
The existing Ellensburg transfer station, located within the City of Ellensburg, off Industrial Way, is one 
of two solid waste transfer stations used by County residents. Waste Management, Inc. is the current 
operator of the transfer facility.  

Solid waste generated by commercial accounts and residents from Kittitas County is hauled to this 
transfer station where the solid waste is loaded into transfer trailers and transported approximately 
80 miles to the Greater Wenatchee Landfill in Douglas County, Washington.  

The population of Kittitas County in 2010 was 40,915. Table 1-1 shows the annual population estimates 
prepared by the State of Washington Office of Financial Management (OFM) for 2015 through 2035.  

These population values and estimates do not account for the rather large transient student population 
associated with the Central Washington University in Ellensburg (enrollment of approximately 
11,000 students).  

Population estimates in Table 1-1, indicate a 31 percent average increase in population from 2015 to 
design horizon 2035. The new transfer station will need to accommodate this significant growth.  
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Table 1-1. Kittitas County Population Estimates: 2015 to 2035 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Basis of Design Report 

Year 

Total Estimated Population  

Intermediate Series High Series 

2015 42,592 47,759 

2020 45,255 52,395 

2025 47,949 57,065 

2030 50,567 61,652 

2035 53,032 66,075 

% growth (2015 to 2035) 24% 38% 

Average % growth 31% 

Source: 

http://www.ofm.wa.gov/pop/gma/projections12/GMA_2012_county_pop_projections.pdf 

 

1.3 Purpose of Basis of Design Report 
This Basis of Design document provides the project team with vital facility design parameters and land 
area required for a new facility. This information was gathered during the project workshop that was 
conducted with County staff and the existing site operator on November 2, 2016. Key “takeaways” from 
the workshop included design parameters (tons per day, peak daily flows, tipping floor storage capacity) 
for current and future materials (solid waste, recycling, green waste, other materials), and confirmation 
about other important facility parameters such as compost area size, administrative building 
requirements, parking requirements (including contract operator truck parking), and County equipment 
preferences (scales, software, equipment, etc.). 

1.4 Process Selection 
The new transfer station will be designed to operate in a similar fashion to the existing facility and will 
use open-top trailers to haul the municipal solid waste (MSW). The main transfer building will be a 
two-level facility with a drive-through tunnel for loading. Commercial collection vehicles and residents 
will deposit their loads directly onto the tipping floor (the upper level). A front-end loader will move the 
waste from the tipping floor to floor opening(s) over the tunnel to push the MSW into the trailers below.  

In addition to the main transfer building, the facility will include a composting area, MRW building, 
recycling depot, and support equipment and structures.  
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Design Parameters 
Design parameters used in this basis of design report are based on 2015 data provided by the County, 
additional information gathered during the November 2, 2016 workshop, and the 31 percent population 
increase estimates that were described in Table 1-1. This data is further discussed in the sections below.  

2.1 Existing Tonnages and Traffic 
The existing Ellensburg transfer station accepts, processes, and transfers MSW, yard waste, recyclable 
material, and MRW material from residential and commercial customers in the Ellensburg area and 
lower Kittitas County. Material is hauled to the facility in commercial garbage trucks and from a 
significant flow of self-haul vehicles (automobiles, pickup trucks, and trailers). Table 2-1 summarizes 
2015 quantities and traffic at the Ellensburg transfer station.  

Table 2-1. 2015 Ellensburg Transfer Station Quantities and Traffic 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Basis of Design Report 

Category 2015 Quantities (tons) 2015 Traffic (vehicles) 

MSW, Yard Waste, CDL Quantities and Incoming Traffic 

Commercial – MSW 15,327 3,626 

Commercial – yard waste 387 255 

Commercial – CDL 2 1 

Self-haul – MSW 7,056 51,458 

Self-haul – yard waste 2,011 9,139 

Self-haul – CDL 1,767 3,608 

Yard waste from Cle Elum 320 45 

Tires from Cle Elum 71 11 

MRW   1,000a 

Total Incoming 26,941 68,143 

MSW and Material Outgoing 

Compost sold 1,537 172 

Recycling drop-box 747 354 

Vehicle batteries  3 4 

Metal 48 5 

MSW transfer to Wenatchee 22,543 909 

CDL to Ryegrass Landfill 1,373 179 

Total Outgoing 26,251 1,623 

aApproximately 1,000 customers used the MRW facility in 2015.  

Note: 

CDL = Construction and Demolition Landfill 

Table 2-1 does not include an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 customers that used the recycling drop-off area in 2015 or septage 
or leachate loads that are weighed at the scalehouse.  
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In 2015, the County weighed 161 septage hauler vehicles at the scalehouse and hauled 60 truckloads of 
leachate from the facility (compost stormwater ponds and transfer station tunnel) to the Ryegrass Landfill 
septage facility. In addition, the Ellensburg transfer station weighed Waste Management, Inc.’s curbside 
recycling trucks containing single stream and cardboard recycling material at the scalehouse (420 
vehicles representing 1,283 tons). These loads are not included in the table above. 

Table 2-1 also does not include an estimated 50,000 to 60,000 customers that used the recycling drop-
off area in 2015.  

In summary, the existing Ellensburg transfer station accepted, processed, and transferred approximately 
27,000 tons of MSW, yard waste, and CDL from approximately 70,000 vehicles in 2015. 

2.2 Projected Design Quantities and Traffic 
Projected waste quantities were estimated using 2015 quantities, a 30-year design life, and OFM 
population projections (intermediate to high growth – 31 percent) through 2035.  

Table 2-2 summarizes the estimated design waste volumes for the proposed facility. 

Table 2-2 Recommended 2046 Design Parameters 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Basis of Design Report 

Parameter Quantity Unit 

Current waste tonnage  80 Tons per day 

Projected 2046 waste tonnage  105 Tons per day 

2046 peak-hour tonsa 26 Tons per hour 

2046 peak-hour trafficb 78 Vehicles per hour 

2046 yard waste quantitiesc 7,145 Tons per year 

a Based on CH2M’s previous experience, a peak hourly tonnage was estimated using 25 percent of the daily tonnage. 
b The peak-hour vehicle count was determined by using the 2015 Peak Hour (Saturday, July 9, 2016) vehicle count and 

increasing it by the estimated growth (31 percent).  
c Yard Waste quantities are based on doubling the current quantities and increasing that amount by the estimated growth rate 

(31 percent).  

2.3 Peak Storage 
To account for inclement weather conditions and other unexpected issues that may affect delivery of 
waste to the landfill, 5 days of peak storage are used to size the waste receiving and processing building. 
The 5-day peak storage quantity is 525 tons and was calculated using five times the 2046 average daily 
throughput (105 tons per day).  Contingency storage of up to 7,000 cubic yards (i.e., approximately 10 
days of current waste receipts) could be accomplished by stacking waste 10’ deep across the tipping 
floor. 
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Conceptual Site Layout Road Geometry 
The proposed facility is designed to keep traffic flowing in the same general direction and minimizing 
traffic cross-over points. The conceptual layout uses a counter-clockwise loop, which is an industry 
standard safety practice, to allow collection vehicle drivers a proper backing site-line, without having to 
rely on passenger side mirrors. It is assumed that the site of the proposed facility will be located in an 
area of high groundwater, requiring the placement of approximately 15 feet of structural fill to elevate 
the transfer building tipping floor to allow gravity feed of solid waste to open-top transfer trailers in the 
tunnel. 

The road configuration for each of the vehicle and customer types is discussed in the following sections.  

3.1 Transfer Trailers 
The basic design principle for the site layout is to use perimeter roads for transfer trailer traffic with a 
counter-clockwise loop to minimize traffic impacts on vehicles accessing the transfer building. Transfer 
trailers will enter the site and use the bypass lane to maneuver around the scalehouse. The transfer 
building is designed with a drive-through tunnel to minimize backing of transfer trailers. Loaded and 
empty trailers will use a lane adjacent to the transfer building (on both sides) for parking. A pit scale will 
be installed under the load-out port to maximize trailer loads. Once a trailer is loaded with solid waste, 
the truck will pull through the tunnel and will park, or use the bypass lane to exit the site. Transfer 
trailers will make a complete circle around the site, passing several merge points, but never having to 
cross traffic.  

3.2 Commercial Vehicles 
Commercial vehicles will enter the facility and proceed to the scalehouse where their weights will be 
recorded. Departing the scale plaza, the vehicle will turn left at the entrance to the tipping building, 
where the vehicle will use a dedicated lane and climb up a 4 ± percent slope to the flat backing apron 
located outside the tipping building. The vehicle will back in the proper direction (over the left shoulder) 
into the building where solid waste will be unloaded onto a flat concrete floor. The vehicle will depart 
the site using an access road and proceed across the scale to record the tare (empty) weight in order to 
calculate the solid waste tonnage. Commercial vehicles with tare weight on file may use the bypass lane. 

3.3 Self-haul Vehicles 
Self-haul vehicles will use the same general traffic pattern that is used by commercial vehicles, but self-
haul vehicles will use a dedicated lane to access the backing apron and separate unloading area. The 
self-haul vehicle will proceed to a separate unloading area, discharge the material onto the concrete 
tipping floor, and exit the site using the shared outbound scale lane.  

3.4 Yard Waste/Composting Material Traffic  
Customers dropping off yard waste will proceed to the scalehouse to obtain their weights and proceed 
along the perimeter access road to the yard waste unloading area. After discharging yard waste 
material, the vehicle will proceed to the scalehouse. Yard waste traffic will have to cross the loaded-
outbound transfer trailer lane. The crossing will not affect traffic because it is estimated that only four to 
five transfer trailers per day will be hauled offsite (which equals about one trailer every 2 hours).  
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3.5 Recycling Vehicles 
Recycling vehicles will have a separate entrance before the scalehouse. The recycling drop-off area will 
be a pull-through type facility with adequate unloading areas. An additional two pull-through lanes will 
be available during peak times (i.e., Saturdays).  

3.6 Moderate-risk Waste Vehicles 
Customers dropping off used oil and antifreeze will access the MRW building using the recycling drop-off 
area entrance. They will enter the MRW facility using a drive-through lane. 

Customers dropping off other MRW material (batteries, household chemicals, batteries, etc.) will contact 
the County for drop off. A County representative will meet the customer at the same drive-through lane 
to drop off material.  

3.7 Employee/Visitor Vehicles  
County employee and visitor traffic will turn left before the scalehouse to access the administrative 
building. Contract employees will proceed past the scalehouse (via the bypass lane) and will park in 
areas near the transfer building.  

3.8 Scale Plaza 
The scale plaza is designed initially with one inbound and one outbound scale to handle all traffic. The 
scale plaza is designed with a bypass lane for transfer trailers and has an area where another scale could 
be added at a later date.  There are accommodations for automated inbound and outbound commercial 
transactions in the future (e.g., card-readers, RFID, etc.) 

See Figure 1 for conceptual facility layout. 
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Tipping Building 
The approximate 100- by 210-foot transfer building will be divided into three primary functional areas: 
(1) waste receiving, storage, and handling; (2) tire and white goods loading area; and (3) contractor 
offices.  

4.1 Tipping Floor Level 
The tipping floor level will consist of a cast-in-place concrete floor surface enclosed by a separate 
superstructure. The large tipping floor area will be covered by a pre-engineered steel rigid frame system 
spanning the entire floor. Cast-in-place concrete push walls protecting the exterior building walls will be 
constructed independent of the building’s framing. Walls enclosing the tipping floor will be a 
combination of metal panel walls designed to be hosed down for cleaning, and louvered openings will 
be provided as needed for cross ventilation. Translucent panels will be used high in the walls to provide 
a natural light source where possible. The exterior walls of the contractor office area will be a 
combination of cast-in-place concrete and load-bearing concrete block masonry walls.  

The tipping floor has two separate areas for unloading commercial and self-haul vehicles. 
The commercial unloading area is designed to handle four vehicles at a time, includes areas for at least 5 
days of storage, and has an area for stockpiling single stream recycling material for load-out by the 
contract operator.  

The self-haul unloading area is designed to unload nine vehicles at a time and has an area designated 
for stockpiling construction and demolition debris material for separate load-out. During peak times 
(Saturdays), the commercial unloading area will be available to unload self-haul vehicles. 

The transfer building roofing system is designed to provide a minimum of 28 feet of clearance to allow 
unloading of all types of garbage trucks and other vehicles. The roof is designed so that rain water will 
flow to the load-out tunnel side of the building at a slope of 2 to 12. The roof system will consist of 
metal standing-seam panels and selected areas of skylight panels attached to the sub-framing of the 
pre-engineered building. The metal roof panels will have a bottom surface of sheet metal to protect 
insulation from water generated by interior hose-down activities. Perimeter gutters will provide 
drainage from the upper roof with external downspouts discharging to underdrains at the foundation. 

4.2 Ground Floor (Tunnel) Level 
The ground floor level construction will be primarily cast-in-place concrete with portions of the exterior 
wall surfaces exposed to view. These exposed areas will be finished using painted concrete. Doors, 
framing, and window framing materials will match other buildings onsite using noncorroding materials 
wherever possible.  

The load-out tunnel will have a flat concrete floor, with a pit scale under the load-out port. The tunnel 
may have two 15-foot-wide by 20-foot-high doors (one on either end).  

See Figure 2 for the transfer building plan and Figures 3 and 4 for building elevations.  
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Composting Area 
Similar to the existing operation, the new composting area will be an outdoor operation designed to 
accept and process yard waste, agricultural by-products, and wood waste into compost. Future addition 
of other feedstocks may be considered at a later date; however, the County has indicated that it is not 
interested in accepting post-consumer food waste or biosolids at this site.  

The composting technology used at the new site will be different from that at the existing windrow 
operation. The new site will use a combination of aerated static pile (ASP) and windrow curing, and will 
be designed to be operated in a batch process.  

5.1 Composting Area Components 
The following key components of the proposed development are shown on the attached process flow 
diagram (Figure 5) and compost area concept layout (Figure 6): 

• An uncovered feedstock receiving, grinding, and mixing area (223 feet by 242 feet) situated just off 
the compost traffic lane, toward the top of the site. This area will be designed for back-in access to 
customers for dropping off materials for composting. Feedstocks will be unloaded onto the asphalt 
pad in this area and then subsequently moved or handled with a small front-end loader. The existing 
electric grinder will be used to grind feedstock and amendment as needed.  

• Eight outdoor (55 feet by 25 feet) ASP composting systems with back, side, and interior walls 
constructed of ecology blocks. These systems will have an associated biofilter odor treatment 
system. This area will be designed for a material residence time of 4 weeks. The ASP composting 
system will consist of eight discrete aeration zones that are constructed in two identical groups of 
four. The two groups of aeration zones will run independently of each other, and each will consist of 
the following components: 

− On-grade high-density polyethylene aeration laterals situated below each composting pile (two 
per aeration zone) 

− An above-grade header pipe that distributes air to and from the aeration laterals (one per aeration 
zone) 

− A common process air duct that provides the connection between the individual aeration zone 
headers and the fan equipment 

− Centrifugal fans (one per group of four aeration zones) and associated dampers that allow 
airflow to each zone to be controlled 

− An organic media biofilter that will treat process air collected from the composting piles 

• An outdoor pad for windrow curing of feedstocks. The size of the windrow pad will be based on 
managing materials in up to 18 windrows that are up to 18 feet wide and 7 feet high using a large 
straddle-type windrow turner with an 8-week residence time. The typical length of each windrow 
will be 115 feet. 

• A screening area between the curing windrows. The aisle between the two rows of curing windrows 
will be wide enough to accommodate the existing trommel screen.  

• An amendment storage and finished product screening and storage pad designed for up to eight 
rectangular finished product piles that are 55 by 75 feet and will accommodate a height of 12 to 
13 feet. Piles will be made with a front-end loader.  
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• A product sales area located near the finished product storage area.  

• Up to three surface water retention ponds to capture runoff from the active operating areas. 
The site will be graded to separate runoff from the ASP and receiving area from the rest of the site 
so that surface water collected from areas other than the ASP pad and receiving area can be used to 
moisten piles as needed. Leachate and condensate that collect within the aeration system’s laterals 
and ducts will be captured and drained via gravity through polyvinyl chloride piping to one of two 
leachate manholes. The two leachate manholes will also serve as the “water trap” that is necessary 
to allow leachate and condensate to drain continuously from the aeration system while it is in 
operation. The leachate manholes will be equipped with electric pumps and float level sensors that 
will transfer liquid that collects in the manhole to the retention pond located near the ASP area. 

5.2 Facility Capacity 
The facility is designed to accept and process the projected 7,000 tons per year of feedstocks that are 
anticipated. The facility design also factors in the historical peaking factor based on quarterly data from 
2013 through 2015 from the existing site. However, the mass of material present at the site at any one 
time will vary based on the type of equipment used to form and turn the windrows, residence times, 
and the density and moisture content of the materials being composted. For these reasons, it is more 
convenient to refer to the volumetric capacity of the various composting systems. The facility will have 
the following capacities: 

• The ASP composting system is designed around operators constructing two composting piles per 
week which have a combined capacity of up to 654 cubic yards (yd3). At times of the year when 
feedstock quantities are lower, the composting piles will be built with a lower height. 

• The capacity of the windrow composting and curing operation is expected to be approximately 
5,028 yd3. However, this capacity may change (increase or decrease) as a result of changes in turning 
methods and equipment and changes in windrow spacing. These changes can be accommodated 
without the need to expand the physical size of the windrow pad.  

• The amount of material stored in the finished product storage area is expected to vary significantly 
from year to year. Also, amounts will vary within each year based on compost production levels and 
market demand. The capacity of the area will be based on storage of materials in eight rectangular 
piles (75 feet by 55 feet). However, this storage capacity will be increased to respond to lagging 
seasonal or year-over-year market demands by building stockpiles closer together or using an 
extended pile configuration. 

5.3 Acceptable Feedstocks 
The new facility will be designed to process the same materials that the existing facility is permitted to 
receive and process (Type 1 [vegetative] and Type 2 [manures] feedstocks), which include the following: 

• Landscaping and yard trimmings 

• Wood wastes (natural woody debris, including land clearing stumps and brush, and clean, 
unpainted, and untreated dimensional wood) 

• Straw and bedding with associated manures (primarily from nearby fairgrounds and small farms) 

Future addition of pre-consumer food waste may be considered at a later date.  

The current site experiences seasonal variation of compost material depending on the weather. During 
the late fall and early winter periods, incoming material contains a higher proportion of brush and tree 
limbs. 
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5.4 Amendments 
Amendments are normally added to organic feedstocks as part of the composting process. This is done to 
adjust the moisture content and carbon-to-nitrogen ratio to the desired range. In addition, amendments 
provide structure and free air space to improve the movement of air through the composting pile. 
While the necessary adjustments can often be achieved through the use of one amendment type, it is 
not uncommon to use two or more amendments to achieve the desired results. Amendments may also 
be added to curing piles or to finished compost product to enhance their agronomical characteristics. 

The following are common amendment sources that may be used at the compost facility: 

• Wood chips produced from onsite grinding of wood waste, dimensional lumber and logs, stumps, or 
brush, or purchased from material brokers 

• Oversized material screened from finished compost produced at the site (screening overs) 

• Leaves and brush from leaf and yard waste diversion programs 

• Cardboard and paper 

• Sawdust 

• Straw 

Actual quantities and types of amendments used at the site will vary from week to week depending on 
feedstock characteristics and amendment availability. 
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Administrative Building 
The administrative building will be designed primarily for County staff and will be located near the 
entrance/exit of the facility. Additionally, this building will be located near the MRW building, scalehouse, 
and recycling depot, and will also be accessible to visitors without requiring them to cross the scales. 
The administrative area will be constructed with a pre-engineered steel rigid-frame system. The exterior 
walls of the administrative area will be a combination of cast-in-place concrete and metal panel siding 
over steel framing. The architectural features of this building will be similar to those of the scalehouse.  

The administrative building will include the following main features: 

• A reception/customer service area 
• A conference room with capacity for 16 to 18 people 
• Three enclosed offices and four open offices (cubicles) 
• Two Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA)-accessible restrooms for staff 

See Figure 7 for the administrative building plan. 
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Scalehouse and Scales 
The new facility will be equipped with an inbound and outbound manual scale, and an inbound automated 
scale that will be dedicated for commercial accounts. The scalehouse and scale area will also have room 
to accommodate a future outbound automated scale.  

The scalehouse will be situated between the inbound and outbound manual scale and will have a working 
area large enough to accommodate three computer screen monitors (each side for inbound/outbound), 
a camera system, an ADA-accessible restroom, one ADA parking stall, a break area, and a floor-mounted 
safe that will be built into the floor. The exterior walls of the scalehouse will be a combination of cast-in-
place concrete and metal panel siding over steel framing. The architectural features of this building will 
be similar to those of the administrative building. 

See Figure 7 for the scalehouse plan. 
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Recycling Drop-off Area 
Similar to the existing site, the new site will include a recycling drop-off area that is accessible without 
going through the scale. The recycling drop-off area will include a row of 15 roll-off containers located 
on a concrete pad with an ADA ramp, ADA platform, and stairs on both ends of the row. The area will 
not be covered. Both sides of the row of roll-off boxes will be accessible during peak days and hours. 
Only one side of the row of roll-off boxes will be accessible during non-peak days and hours. Each side 
will be equipped with two drive-through lanes and one bypass lane. A gate on either end of the roll-off 
boxes will be used to control access to the side used only for peak periods.  

See Figure 8 for the recycling drop-off area plan.  
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Moderate Risk Waste Building 
The new MRW building will be much larger than the current facility in order to improve separation and 
storage as required. The MRW building will be an open, two-sided structure with a fully enclosed portion 
that is explosion proof and has proper ventilation. The building will be located before the scale and will 
be designed for customers to pull through the drive-through area that will be located under a roof.  

See Figure 7 for the MRW building plan.  
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Stormwater Management 
The site drainage and stormwater scheme will be largely dependent on the actual site that is selected. 
However, it is anticipated that the site will be graded to maximize gravity flow. Stormwater will be 
collected in a series of swales and retention basins strategically located throughout the site. The 
collected stormwater can be used for the composting process as needed, and contact water from the 
transfer station’s loadout tunnel will be managed as leachate.  
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Facility Land Area Requirements 
Based on the results of facility needs and future growth projections for Kittitas County, the estimated 
area required to provide the solid waste and material management needs for this new facility will be 
approximately 20 to 25 acres. This estimate does not take into account site-specific features and 
dimensional limitations that may modify the space and design requirements. However, this estimate will 
provide the County and the CH2M team with the required information to begin identifying and 
evaluating specific sites. 
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Table B-1. Secondary Siting Criteria and Performance Measures

Worst Best

1 Zoning Current Zoning Designation

1-5 scale reflecting current 
zoning and ease of siting a 

transfer station in that type 
of zoning

Prohibited by current zoning and 
outside the UGA

Acceptable under current 
zoning without conditional 

use permit or zoning change

2
Distance from population 
center (ease of access by 
customers)

Maximize ease of customer access

Estimated drive time from 
transfer station to 
population center (City of 
Ellensburg -intersection of 
University Ave and B Street)

Estimated drive time is 9 minutes 
or more

Estimated drive time is 7 
minutes or less

3 Floodplain
Minimizes potential for impact to 
floodplain

Percent of site estimated to 
lie within floodplain

Only 25 acres are located outside 
the flood plain and/or engineering 
controls are required to provide at 
least 25 acres of usable space. 

More than 50 acres are 
located outside the flood 
plain

4 Drive time access to interstate 
and landfill

Minimize long-haul costs by locating site 
close to I-90 Intersection

Driving time from site to 
I-90

Measurable drive time is 7 minutes 
or more to the interstate

Measurable drive time is 2  
minutes or less to the 
interstate

5 Current Land Use
Current land use is most supportive of 
developing a transfer station

1-5 scale reflecting current 
land use and ease of 
developing a transfer station

Use of this site would displace high-
value land 

Use of this site would result in 
reclaiming a portion of 
unused industrial complex or 
remediating a contaminated 
site 

6 Surface waters
Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands 
and related wildlife

1-5 scale reflecting likelihood 
of impacts to wetlands or 
other surface waters

Wetlands and/or water bodies 
clearly present onsite and site is 
near an area conducive to the 
presence of wetlands or within 200 
feet of a protected water body.

No wetlands or water bodies 
onsite and not within 200 feet 
of a protected water body.

7 Depth to groundwater
Shallow groundwater will impact 
development cost 

1-5 scale reflecting depth to 
groundwater and impact on 
site development (shallow 
groundwater requires more 
imported structural fill) 

Shallow depth to groundwater  
requires additional imported 
structural fill 

Deep depth to groundwater 
allows balancing cut/fill soil 
volumes 

8 Endangered species
Minimizes potential for impact to 
endangered species

1-5 scale reflecting likelihood 
of endangered species 
impacts

A known (sighted and 
documented) protected species or 
habitat has been identified onsite.

No protected species or 
habitats listed or known 
onsite.

9 Cultural resources
Minimizes potential for impact to 
historic properties or archaeological 
resources

1-5 scale reflecting likelihood
of historic properties or 
archaeological resources

Historic properties or cultural 
resources clearly present onsite. If 
tribal, must mitigate with tribes, 
otherwise must mitigate with 
Department of Archaeology and 
Historic Preservation.

No historic properties or 
cultural resources onsite. No 
need for a cultural resource 
survey because of previous 
documentation.

10
Proximity to existing and 
future residential 
neighborhoods

Site not likely to result in impacts to 
persons living or working near the transfer 
station

Parcels with residential or 
commercial structures within 
2 zones (within 250 yards 
and within 500 yards on site 
center). Parcels multiplied by 
the following factors: 5 and 
1, for the respective zones 
add 1 if in urban growth 
area

Value of 4 using the following: 
Parcels with residential or 
commercial structures within 2 
zones (within 250 yard sand within 
500 yards on site center). Parcels 
multiplied by the following factors: 
5 and 1, for the respective zones 
add 1 if in urban growth area

Value of 2 using the following: 
Parcels with residential or 
commercial structures within 2 
zones (within 250 yards and 
within 500 yards on site 
center). Parcels multiplied by 
the following factors: 5 and 1, 
for the respective zones add 1 
if in urban growth area

11 Traffic impacts

Truck route(s) to the transfer station 
appropriate for heavy trucks (does not 
require many changes) and not likely to 
affect existing persons or businesses

1-5 scale reflecting the 
readiness of existing access 
roads and the relative impact 
on residences and 
businesses along truck route 

Portions of access road have speed 
limit of 30 mph or less and/or use 
of road for this purpose will 
significantly increase traffic near 
heavily populated residential or 
business areas

No portion of access road has 
speed limit of less than 30 
mph, most of the access road 
has speed limit of at least 50 
mph and few if any persons 
likely to be impacted by 
additional traffic

12 Ownership of property Maximize ease of property acquisition
1-5 scale reflecting the ease 
of ownership transfer of the 
site

Site has multiple owners
Site is owned by the City or 
County or by an interested 
private seller

13 Land acquisition and offsite 
utility improvements*

Minimize costs required to acquire and 
prepare site for use (e.g., site topography, 
stormwater/drainage considerations, 
depth to groundwater, development cost, 
existing property cleanup/demolition)

Estimated acquisition and 
development cost ($000)

$777 $592 

Secondary Siting Criteria Performance Measure
Measurement Scale

Siting Criteria Description

psulliva
Text Box
*Note: Land acquisition cost unknown at this time; only includes offsite and utility improvements.



Scoring Sheet 
Kittitu County Transfer Station Siting Study 

Select a preferred site for a new solid waste transfer station to serve Kittitas County waste generators.. 

Worst Best 

Feasible Feasible 

Site 

33 

US97/Old 

Evaluation Criteria Measurement Scale Outcome Outcome Cement Plant Tjossern Road' Highway 10 

1.1 Zoning 1·5 scale 1 5 3 2 4 

1.2 
Drive time from population 

Drive time (min) 15 5 7 9 7 
center 

1.3 Floodp lain 1·5 scale 1 5 5 4 3 

1.4 
Drive time access to interstate Drive time to 1-90 

and landfill (min) 
10 2 3 3 3 

1.5 Current Land Use 1·5 scale 1 5 3 2 3 

1.6 Surface Waters 1·5 scale 1 5 1 2 3 

1.7 Depth to Groundwater 1·5 scale 1 5 2 2 2 

1.8 Endangered Species 1·5 scale 1 5 2 4 3 

1.9 Cultural Resources 1·5 scale 1 5 2 2 3 

1.10 
Proximity to existing/future 

Impact scale 125 2 4 2 2 
residential neighborhoods 

1.11 Traffic Impacts 1·5 scale 1 5 5 1 5 

1.12 ownership of property 1·5 scale 1 5 1 3 5 

1.13 
Land acquisition and offsrte 

Cost (S000) $933 $475 $475 $933 S702 
uti lity improvements• 

·Note: Land acquisition cost unknown at this time, only indudes offsite and utility improvements

Table B-2. Site Scores



Scoring Sheet
Select a preferred site for a new solid waste transfer station to serve Kittitas County waste generators.

ID# Evaluation Criteria Site1 - Cement Plant Site25 - Tjossem Road Site 33 -  US 97/Old Highway 10

1.1 Zoning

Currently County Jurisdiction and zoned Urban 
Residential. 
In the UGA, 

As it stands, this could not have a TS, but it could 
be annexed into the City and the future landuse for 

the City has been designated as heavy industrial. 

Currently County Jurisdiction and zoned 
Commercial Agriculture Outside UGA, may be 

possible to rezone

Currently City Jurisdiction and zoned Light 
Industrial 

Inside UGA
Different options for getting zoned heavy industrial

1.2
Drive time from population 
center

7min, 2.9 miles 9min, 2.7 miles 7min, 3.2 miles

1.3 Floodplain
More than 25 acres usable connected site outside 

of floodplain

More than 25 acres of usable connected site 
outside flood plain; site access requires crossing 

flood-plain (and has both Lyle Creek and an 
Unnamed stream running through it)

Over 25 acres of usable acreage, however, location 
of floodplain may require some engineering 

controls and/or separation of operational areas 
around flood plain (without relocating FEMA 

floodplain)

1.4
Drive time access to interstate 
and landfill

3 min, 1.3 miles 3min, 0.9 miles 3 min, 1.5 miles

1.5 Current Land Use
DOR Code:91-Undeveloped land but adjacent to 

existing cement plant. Value use (provides County 
aggregate)

DOR Code: 83 - Resource - Agriculture Current Use
DOR Code: 83 - Resource - Agriculture Current Use; 
however in City so less of a problem than this type 

in County

1.6 Surface waters
Large area covered by wetlands where adequate 

buffers may be difficult to establish.

Without wetlands or major water bodies onsite 
(although Tjossem Pond to the south and has both 

Lyle Creek and an Unnamed stream running 
through it). However, the transfer station could 

potentially be located within 200 feet of a 
protected water body on adjacent property. 

Wetlands are listed but may also be able to 
provide a 200-foot buffer area for the wetlands. 

1.7 Depth to Groundwater shallow depth to groundwater shallow depth to groundwater shallow depth to groundwater

1.8 Endangered species

State ranking is used for the overall ranking 
because federal findings are the same for all sites. 
Also, there is a low risk of finding federally listed 

animals onsite because of poor habitat that doesn’t 
support these species. State: no endangered 

species or critical habitats listed. State: despite the 
lack of no endangered species listed or expected to 
be found onsite. This is because, a large wetland is 
listed and located central to the site that constrains 

a large portion to development and would add 
costs to the project because of the associated 

mitigation for permanent wetland impacts. 

State ranking is used for the overall ranking 
because federal findings are the same for all sites. 
Also, there is a low risk of finding federally listed 

animals onsite because of poor habitat that doesn’t 
support these species. State: has endangered 

species listed that that are not confirmed to be 
onsite and no wetland habitats listed. However, 

adjacent property has wetlands that must be 
considered during facility siting on this parcel. 

State ranking is used for the overall ranking 
because federal findings are the same for all sites. 
Also, there is a low risk of finding federally listed 

animals onsite because of poor habitat that doesn’t 
support these species. State: no endangered 

species listed but there are wetlands listed that 
should be avoidable. 

1.9 Cultural resources 
No previously-identified cultural resources within 

proposed site, one historic and five precontact sites 
within 1-mile, 3 other properties within 1-mile

high risk for predictive model, no previously-
identified cultural resources within proposed site, 3 

historic debris scatter, 4 historic isolates, and 1 
precontact isolate sites within 1-mile, 13 other 

properties within 1-mile

No previously-identified cultural resources within 
proposed site, 2 historic irrigations features, 1 

historic road, and 1 historic cemetery sites within 1-
mile, 16 properties within 1-mile. Farther from the 

river and across roadway (compared to Cement 
Plant site)

1.10
Proximity to existing/future 
residential neighborhoods

250 Yards: 0; 500 yards: 3, 0*5+1*3+1=4
250 Yards: 0; 500 yards: 2 res; 0*5+2*1+0=2

250 Yards: 0; 500 yards: 1 comm;
0*5+1*1+1=2

1.11 Traffic impacts Existing access to major roadways
A lot of road improvements required along Berry 

Rd and Bull Rd
Existing access to major roadways

1.12 Ownership of property
One private owner (Hutchinson Properties, LLC), 

not interested
Private owner (Valley Land Company LLC). Half of 

LLC interested
Private owner (Duke & Dude, LLC); interested

1.13
Land acquisition and offsite 
utility improvements*

Inside UGA, Total 2017 Value (Assessor) is $1.16M; 
58 acres [$20,050/acre].  Acquisition cost is 

unknown so using cost for offsite mods = $475k

Outside UGA. Total 2017 Value (Assessor) is 
$0.93M; 188.76 acres [$4,946/acre].Acquisition 
cost is unknown so using cost for offsite mods = 

$933k

Inside UGA, Total 2017 Value (Assessor) is $1.08 M; 
54.95 acres [$19,740/acre). Acquisition cost is 

unknown so using cost for offsite mods = $702k

*Note: Land acquisition cost unknown at this time; only includes offsite and utility improvements.

Kittitas County Transfer Station Siting Study

Scoring Rationale 

Table B-3. Site Scoring Rationale



Table B-4. Percent Weights 

Percent Weights - City/County 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Siting Study 
Select a preferred site for a new solid waste transfer station to serve 
Kittitas County waste generators 

ID# Evaluation Criteria Consensus 
1 Zoning 13% 
2 Driving time from population center 3% 
3 Floodplain 7% 
4 Driving time access to interstate and landfill 1% 
5 Current land use 12% 
6 Surface waters 13% 
7 Depth to groundwater 1% 
8 Endangered species 9% 
9 Cultural resources 9% 

10 Proximity to e/f residential neighborhoods 13% 
11 Traffic impacts 11% 
12 Ownership of property 9% 

 

Percent Weights - Public Comment 
Kittitas County Transfer Station Siting Study 
Select a preferred site for a new solid waste transfer station to serve 
Kittitas County waste generators 

ID# Evaluation Criteria Consensus 
1 Zoning 5% 
2 Driving time from population center 10% 
3 Floodplain 8% 
4 Driving time access to interstate and landfill 8% 
5 Current land use 7% 
6 Surface waters 7% 
7 Depth to groundwater 6% 
8 Endangered species 2% 
9 Cultural resources 2% 

10 Proximity to e/f residential neighborhoods 18% 
11 Traffic impacts 24% 
12 Ownership of property 2% 

 



MODA scores of individual criteria may not sum to the total because of rounding.

Table B-5. Weighted Results
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Figure B-2. Score versus Cost
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Surface waters: Minimize 
potential for impact to 
wetlands and related wildlife





Cement Plant Site and US 97/Old Highway 10 Site

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Standards and Support Team,
wetlands_team@fws.gov
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This map is for general reference only. The US Fish and Wildlife 
Service is not responsible for the accuracy or currentness of the 
base data shown on this map. All wetlands related data should 
be used in accordance with the layer metadata found on the 
Wetlands Mapper web site.



Tjossem Road Site

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, National Standards and Support Team,
wetlands_team@fws.gov
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Proximity to existing and future 
residential neighborhoods: Site 
not likely to result in impacts 
to persons living or working 
near the transfer station





Residential or commercial structures within 2 zones (within 250 yards and within 500 yards). Number of 
separate structures (e.g., shed or garage not counted separately from house) multiplied by the 
following factors: 5 and 1, for the respective zones add 1 if in urban growth area 

Site 1 – Cement Plant Site 

In UGA 

Score = 0*5+3*1+1=4 

Within ~250-yard radius of center of site: Zero 



Within ~500 yards of center, three existing commercial.  

X 

X 

X 



Site 25 – Tjossem Road Site 

Not in UGA 

Score: 0*5+2*1+0=2 

Within 250 yards: zero 



Within 500 yards: two residences 

X 
X 



Site 33 (New) ‐ US 97/Old Highway 10 Site 

In UGA 

Score: 0*5+1*1+1=2 

Within ~250-yard radius of center of site: zero 



Within ~500-yard radius of center of site: one commercial property 

X 



Distance from population 
center (ease of access by 
customers): Maximize ease of 
customer access 

Drive time access to interstate 
and landfill: Minimize long-
haul costs by locating site 
close to I-90 intersection 





Kittitas Transfer Station Project – Drive Times 

Site 1 (revised) – Cement Plant Site 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Ellensburg+Cement+Products,+1071+US‐
97,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/E+University+Way+%26+N+B+St,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/@47.0055595,‐
120.5904067,4107m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m13!4m12!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f155f3e05bcd:0xf20bdfc3ed
3f7f57!2m2!1d‐
120.5988308!2d47.0136156!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f3c627b27c45:0xa1529b906ad50225!2m2!1d‐
120.5469633!2d46.99967 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/Ellensburg+Cement+Products,+1071+US‐
97,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/47.0079751,‐120.5945143/@47.0088607,‐
120.5971672,1042m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f155f3e05bcd:0xf20bdfc3ed3f7f57!
2m2!1d‐120.5988308!2d47.0136156!1m0!3e0 



Site 25 – Tjossem Road Site 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/46.9697888,‐
120.5288545/E+University+Way+%26+N+B+St,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/@46.9834088,‐
120.5501836,4121m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f3c627b27c45:0xa1529b906ad
50225!2m2!1d‐120.5469633!2d46.99967!3e0 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/46.9697881,‐120.5286215/I‐90,+US‐
97+%26+Canyon+Rd,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/@46.9673756,‐
120.5344068,1027m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f22144dfb83b:0x35ad731a591
838e3!2m2!1d‐120.5388167!2d46.974519!3e0   



Site 33 (New) – US 97/Old Highway 10 Site 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/47.016538,‐
120.5931755/E+University+Way+%26+N+B+St,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/@47.011441,‐
120.5842115,3898m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f3c627b27c45:0xa1529b906ad
50225!2m2!1d‐120.5469633!2d46.99967!3e0 

https://www.google.com/maps/dir/47.016538,‐120.5931755/I‐
90,+Ellensburg,+WA+98926/@47.0110771,‐
120.6000545,1949m/data=!3m2!1e3!4b1!4m9!4m8!1m0!1m5!1m1!1s0x5499f159e0565f47:0xceaa97b
7f2634112!2m2!1d‐120.593616!2d47.0074709!3e0 





Appendix D 
Public Involvement Materials 
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Introduction and Background  
Kittitas County is looking to relocate the Ellensburg Transfer Station to either a site already owned by 
the County or other suitable locations within the greater-Ellensburg area.  
 
The new facility will replace the existing Ellensburg transfer station and will be designed to address 
some existing site challenges (location and size constraints, customer access issues during significant 
rainfall or spring runoff events, long queuing times and small unloading and processing areas) and 
prepare the County for future growth. 
 
To better understand the interests of people in the communities served by the current transfer station 
and how best to involve community members in the siting and construction of the new station, project 
staff conducted informal interviews with key stakeholders. In addition, interviews were used to collect 
feedback on concerns with the existing facility and ways a new facility could be improved.  

 
Selected Stakeholders 
Interview participants were identified by project staff and were intended to be representative of a 
variety of community perspectives. Stakeholders included representatives from local governments and 
community groups.  
 
Interviews were conducted with the following participants: 
 

Name Organization 

Paul Jewell Kittitas County 

Ryan Lyyski City of Ellensburg 

Margaret Reich City of Ellensburg  

Barry Brunson Our Environment/Kittitas Audubon Society 

Sharon Lumsden Kittitas Audubon Society 

Charli Sorenson County Residents Against PacifiClean; Grant 
County Public Utilities District 

 
Methodology 
Interviews were conducted by the project consultant team. Following a brief overview of the purpose 
and goals of the project, the interviewer asked participants for their feedback on a variety of topics and 
questions, including community perception of the Ellensburg Transfer Station, suggestions for a new 
site, and the best methods to involve the community in the process. Interviews were completed 
between April 11 and April 20, 2017. 
 

Interview Questions 
A standard set of interview questions were developed by the project team based on identified key issues 
and information needs. These questions served as a general guide during the interview process, allowing 
for a more free-form discussion to take place between the interviewer and interviewee.  
 
The questions were divided into three categories: the existing facility, the new facility, and the public 
involvement process.  
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General themes for the questions included: 

▪ Key concerns that should be addressed in the siting and design of the new facility 
▪ Key community members and organizations that should be informed about the project 
▪ Ideas for informing the public and sharing information  

 
Major Themes 
Major themes that emerged through stakeholder feedback included:  

▪ A convenient location is a priority to the surrounding community. 
▪ Increasing the amount of recyclable plastics accepted at the new transfer station would be 

appreciated.  
▪ Using local radio stations, stores and organizations will be necessary in informing and engaging 

the community.  

 
Responses to Key Questions 
The stakeholder interviews provided insight into key concerns stakeholders have about the existing 
transfer station and the future vision for the new transfer station. Key feedback received is listed below 
and is organized by topic area. 
 
Existing facility 

▪ The primary concern with the existing Ellensburg Transfer Station is its size contraints, followed 
by the limited variety of recyclable plastics it accepts. 

o Curbside recycling accepts a wider variety of recyclable plastics. 
▪ Messaging between the County and Waste Management is inconsistent on why materials 

are/are not accepted at the transfer station.  
▪ As a user, not being able to pay with a credit card is inconvenient.  

 
New facility 

▪ The new transfer station should be sited: 
o with consideration to water availability and cost; 
o away from current and planned future residential growth; 
o away from streams to reduce the potential for water pollution;  
o designed with protection from wind; and 
o in a convenient industrial area.  

▪ People do not want to see it, smell it, or hear it and be able to easily access it. 
▪ The County should be sensitive to a potential reduction in property values and economic 

inequality. 
▪ Suggestions for the new transfer station include: 

o accept a wider variety of recyclable materials 
o permit recycling on weekends 
o increase accessibility for all, especially at the recycle area 
o develop clear and easy to understand signage 
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Public involvement process  
▪ Suggested methods for informing the community include: 

o Postcard mailing  
o Block ad in newspaper 
o Project-specific FaceBook page  
o Community Connect FaceBook postings 
o Kittitas County website 
o Event at Hal Holmes Community Center 
o Posters at grocery stores and parks (open spaces) 
o Community events and student clubs at Central Washington University 
o Live stream at a City Council meeting through ECTV  
o Local radio 

▪ KXLE  
▪ Ellensburg Community Radio 
▪ Daily Record Station  

▪ Specific parts of the community, interest groups, organizations and others the project should be 
sure to include are: 

o City of Ellensburg Environmental Commission 
o Washington State Department of Ecology 
o Local tribes and schools 
o Mid Columbian Fisheries  
o Our Environment  
o Pastors of Unitarian and Methodist churches 
o Audobon Society  
o Rotary Club 
o Oddfellows (Howard Lyman) 
o Cattlemen’s Association 
o Residents Against PacifiClean 
o Central Washington University, Solid Waste Coordinator 

▪ Places to share information via displays, booths or printed information 
o Saturday Market 
o AG Board 
o Old Mill Country Store 
o Ace Hardware  
o Anderson Hay (Mark Anderson) 
o Midstate Co-op Farm Store 
o True Value  
o Arnold’s Ranch and Home 
o Calaway Trading Inc.  
o Knudson Lumber 
o Habitat for Humanity 

▪ Project team should be mindful that there are two audiences in Ellensburg regarding this 
project: college population and long-time residents. For the latter, some may not welcome any 
change. 
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▪ When communicating with locals, keep the dialogue informal and use community group leaders 
for dispersing information. 

▪ The project team will most likely reach people during the evening or on weekends. 
   

Next Steps 
Feedback received through the stakeholder interviews will be shared with the project team to help 
shape the project’s public involvement process and gain community acceptance of the new facility.  
 
 



Community Meetings





Kittitas County Solid Waste 
Ellensburg Transfer Station 

Relocation Project
Community Meeting

June 6, 2017



Agenda

• Introductions

• System overview

• Project overview

• Community input

• Questions



Kittitas County Solid Waste Program

• Two transfer stations – Ellensburg and Upper County (Cle Elum)

• Ryegrass Landfill – (no cash customers)

• Moderate Risk Waste drop-off and facility (household and small 
quantities of business hazardous waste)

• Recycling drop off at both transfer stations

• Composting facility at Ellensburg Transfer Station

• Batteries and waste oil drop-off collection

• Reduce and recycle programs



Why we’re here tonight - Ellensburg Transfer 
Station

• Built in 1999

• Processed ~ 25,000 tons of solid waste in 2014

• Handled ~ 60,000 customers in 2014

• Has three serious challenges



Challenges

• Flooding

• Impacts customer access

• Impacts composting operation

• Size constraints for additional  
materials

• No space to accept new 
materials

• Size constraints for additional 
customers

• Long queuing lines

• Small unloading area

• No capacity for projected area 
growth



The solution?

• Relocate the transfer station
• Bigger site
• Drier site
• Room for expansion in the 

future

• Five phases for the project
• Basis of design
• Site selection
• Land acquisition/permitting
• Detailed design
• Construction



Phase 1
• Draft Basis of Design Report

• 25 acres needed

• Conceptual layouts

• Defined objectives for new station

• 25 acre site will support:
• Addition of new materials for recycling as markets allow

• Handle more customers as Ellensburg and Kittitas County 
grow

• Safely manage traffic queuing on-site

• Provide environmental benefits



Phase 2 – Site 
Selection

• Identify siting areas

• Identify potential sites

• Initial site screening

• Secondary site screening

• Conceptual layouts and cost 
estimates

• Site selection report

• County Commissioner’s decision



Future phases

• Phase 3 - Land Acquisition/SEPA/Permitting
2017/2018

• Phase 4 – Detailed Design
2018

• Phase 5 – Construction
2019/2020



Community Involvement in Relocating the 
Station

1

Early 
outreach to 
key 
stakeholders

2

Develop 
public 
involvement 
plan

3

Seek input at 
key 
milestones 
during siting

4

Inform 
community 
about county 
commissioner 
site decision

5

Seek input 
during station 
design

6

Inform 
community 
about 
construction

7

Celebrate 
opening



Community Involvement in Siting



Community 
voices matter

• Input we are asking for 
now:

• Info on siting areas

• Concerns, hopes, 
opportunities for new 
station

• Input on preliminary 
siting criteria



Your Info on 
Siting Areas



What’s important to you about the new 
transfer station?

• Convenience

• Increased recycling availability

• Increased plastics recycling

• Improved accessibility for all

• Clean water and rivers

• Economic efficiency

• Be sensitive to property values 
and economic inequality

• Avoid current or planned 
residential areas

• Others?



Preliminary 
Siting Criteria

• Greater than 25 acres in size

• Acreage outside of 100-year floodplain

• Facility setback requirements

• Nearest utilities (water, sewer, electrical, 
telecommunication)

• Site access

Phase 2 – Site Selection



Phase 2 – Site Selection - Secondary Screening Criteria
Zoning Current land use

Permitability / State Environmental Policy Act 
(SEPA)

Endangered species

Historic properties / natural resources Distance to existing and future residential 
neighborhoods

Impact to county roads (e.e., changes needed, 
traffic impact)

Distance / access to interstate

Distance from transfer station to landfill Distance from population center (ease of access by 
customers)

Ownership of property Existing property cleanup / demolition 
requirements

Site topography Depth to groundwater

Stormwater / drainage considerations Development cost



Share your 
thoughts!

• Comment cards tonight

• Sticky notes on the maps

• KittitasCountyTransferStation.participate.online

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/


Questions?



Thank you!

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online
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Details 
Date: June 6, 2017 
Time: 6 – 8 PM 
Location: Kittitas Valley Event Center (Manastash Room) 
    901 E 7th Avenue, Ellensburg, WA 
 

Attendees 
Approximately 30 interested community members attended the community meeting and signed in.  

 
Key Topics 
The following topics were brought up by members of the public during the open house: 

• Noise and odor 

• Fire hazards 

• Signage 

• Traffic impacts and previous studies 

• Accessibility 

• Flood risks at potential sites 

• Additional materials accepted at the 
transfer station 

• No additional impacts (property taxes, 
fees, etc.) 

• Project funding and costs 

 

 
Outreach Materials 
Project staff developed and updated a variety of outreach materials for different purposes: 
 

Notifications 

• Postcards were mailed to approximately 15,000 households within the project area as 
the initial invitation to the community meeting. 

• Radio announcements were aired on Friday June 2, 2017 and Monday June 5, 2017 to 
remind and encourage the public to attend.  

• Note: Meeting sign-in sheet responses revealed almost all attendees learned about the 
meeting from the postcard. Additional means noted were word of mouth, radio and 
newspaper (no newspaper ad was placed for this meeting.) 
 

Tools 

• Participate Online, a website with online commenting, was released the week before 
the community meeting to serve as the project website. The website provides meeting 
details and serves as a platform for interested community members to provide 
feedback. The website includes the same material presented at the meeting and 
provides interested community members an opportunity to review the project 
information when it is convenient for them. The project team will be receiving feedback 
on the community meeting until June 20, 2017. 

  
Handouts 

• Fact Sheets were provided to give a high-level overview of the project. 

• Comment forms were provided as an opportunity for the public to provide their 
feedback on the siting areas and criteria, and community values. 
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Display Boards 

• Display boards were developed to provide detailed information on: 
o The project overview and purpose 
o Siting process and anticipated schedule 
o Preliminary siting criteria 
o Public involvement opportunities 
o Community values and concerns 

 

Feedback 
At the meeting, eight comment forms were submitted. The project team continued to receive feedback 
until June 30 on the project website (participate online). Following June 30, the questions were removed 
from the Feedback page.  
 
Question and Answers 
Q1. Need to consider range fires during siting/design of facility. 
A1. The project team will consider range fires during the siting and design process. 
 
Q2. Where is the garbage collected at the transfer station disposed?   
A2. Solid Waste collected at the current transfer station is hauled to Waste Management Inc.’s  
 landfill located in Wenatchee. The landfill has a permitted life of over 100 years. 
 
Q3. How big is the existing site? 
A3. Approximately 9 acres. 
 
Q4. What growth increases were used to calculate projected tonnages and traffic counts? 
A4. The projected traffic and tonnages accounts assumed a 30 year facility design life, population  

projections prepared by Washington State’s Office of Financial Mangement, and 2015 and 2016 
scalehouse data from the existing facility. 

 
Q5. How will the project be financed? 
A5. The Kittitas County solid waste program operates as an enterprise fund and revenue is 

generated by charging tipping (dumping) fees at the Cle Elum and Ellensburg Transfer Stations. 
Portions of the tipping fees have already been set aside to pay for a new facility, but that isn’t 
enough. In addition, the County will likely use other financing mechanisms to develop the 
facility. 

 
Q6. Will property taxes be raised to pay for the new facility? 
A6. No. Property taxes are not used to operate the current system and property taxes will not be  

raised to pay for the new facility. The facility will be financed by using portions of the tipping fee 
and other financing methods. 

 
Q7. How many times has the existing station experienced floods? 
A7. The transfer station has been completely closed approximately five times since opening in 2000 

due to flooding. The composting and white goods areas have been closed more frequently than 
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that. In addition, during other flooding events, the facility has remained open, however, 
temporary detour measures are used to keep customer traffic flowing to the transfer station.  

 
Q8. Has a traffic study been completed? Is the traffic study available to review? 
A8. A traffic study will be conducted during the permitting/environmental permitting process. To  

estimate projected traffic flows to and from the facility, the project team assumed a 30 year 
design life, population projections prepared by Washington State’s Office of Financial 
Mangement, and 2015 and 2016 existing scalehouse traffic data  to perform conceptual design 
of the facility. This information is summarized in the draft December 2016 Basis of Design (BOD) 
report which is located on the project’s website. 

 
Q9. What will happen to the existing transfer station site? 
A9. Kittitas County currently leases the current site from the City of Ellensburg. It will be returned to 

the city.  
 
Q10. What size parcel is needed for the new facility? 
A10. Based on projected growth and traffic estimates, the estimated size needed for a new facility  

 is approximately 25 acres. 
 
Q11. What is the current lease payment?  
A11. *Approximately $33,085.22 per year. And it goes up every year. 
  
Q12. Will the current site need to be torn down? 
A12. We don’t believe so, but that will need to be determined. 
 
Q13. Where is the funding source for this project? 
A13. Tipping fees and likely some financing. 
 
Q14. What is the tipping fee revenue generated per month? 
A14. *June 2017: Garbage $250,049, Yard Waste $10,315.00 

2016: Garbage $2,442,420.00, Yard Waste $98,296.51 
 
*Answers provided after the community meeting. 



    



Kittitas County Transfer 
Station Relocation

Community Meeting
September 13, 2017



Agenda
• Welcome and overview
• What we’ve done

• Siting process and criteria
• Concept designs &  cost estimates 

for the 3 potential sites

• What we have left to do
• Q & A

• Wrap up and adjourn



Welcome and Overview





Community Involvement Process

1

Early 
outreach to 
key 
stakeholders

2

Develop 
public 
involvement 
plan

3

Seek input at 
key 
milestones 
during siting

4

Inform 
community 
about county 
commissioner 
site decision

5

Seek input 
during station 
design

6

Inform 
community 
about 
construction

7

Celebrate 
opening



What We’ve Done So Far



Completed Work Elements 
• Developed site basis of design (25 acres) and preliminary layout
• Identified potential areas to consider
• Obtained community feedback on screening criteria
• Identified potential sites to consider
• Performed preliminary screening
• Performed Step 1 of secondary screening
• Identified 3 potential sites
• Developed conceptual layouts and cost estimates for the 3 potential sites



What We Have Left to 
Complete

• Score the 3 potential sites
• Use community feedback from 2nd

community meeting to weight 
screening criteria

• Identify the preferred site
• Gain approval from County 

Commissioners to move forward
• Design/permitting/construction



Identified Potential Sites within Siting Areas

Identified more than 60 potential sites that have more than 25 acres



We added:

1. At least 25 acres of connected usable space
2. Located within 2 miles of population center
3. Not located within a Residential Zone
4. Connections to utilities exist within 1/2 mile
5. Not located west or south of the Yakima River 

or I-90 (unless easy access with existing 
services)

6. Not located within Airport take off or 
approach or other FAA location restriction

7. At least 25 acres outside the 100 year 
floodplain

Community 
input 

influenced 
preliminary 

site screening 
process to 
identify 32 

potential 
sites

We heard:

• Convenience for 
users 

• Avoid 
residential 
areas 

• Consider routes 
and traffic 

• Consider water 
availability and 
water quality 

• Economic 
efficiency 



Completed Preliminary Screening

Applied revised 
preliminary screening 
criteria and identified 

32 potential sites



Conduct Secondary Siting Criteria Step 1

Criteria Description
Zoning Current zoning designation
Distance from population center (ease of access by 
customers)

Maximize ease of customer access

Floodplain Minimizes potential for impact to floodplain

Current land use Current land use is most supportive of developing a 
transfer station

Drive time to interstate and landfill Minimize long-haul costs by locating site close to I-
90 Intersection



Results of Secondary Siting Criteria Step 1

Applied first 
part of 

secondary 
screening 

criteria and 
identified 11 

potential sites



Secondary Siting Criteria Step 1 (continued)

• Reviewed the 11 sites with 
representatives from the City and 
County.

• Used updated City/County zoning, 
land-use discussion, and Urban 
Growth Area information to 
further refine the list to 3 potential 
sites.



3 Potential Sites Carried Forward

Cement Plant Site Airport Site Tjossem Road Site



Developed Concept Designs &  
Cost Estimates for 3 Potential 
Sites



Cement 
Plant
Site



Airport 
Site



Tjossem
Road Site



Preliminary Cost Estimates



What We Have Left to Do

• Score sites using Secondary Screening Step 2 
criteria

• Weight criteria using feedback from 
community

• Rank sites
• Select preferred site



Secondary Siting Criteria Step 2
Criteria Description
Surface Waters Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and related wildlife
Depth to groundwater Shallow groundwater will impact development cost 
Endangered Species (Permitability/SEPA) Minimizes potential for impact to endangered species
Cultural Resources ( Historic 
properties/archeological resources)

Minimizes potential for impact to historic properties or 
archeological resources

Proximity to existing and future residential 
neighborhoods

Site not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working 
near the transfer station

Traffic Impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic 
impact)

Truck route(s) to the transfer station appropriate for heavy 
trucks and not likely to affect existing persons or businesses

Ownership of property Maximize ease of property acquisitions
Acquisition and development cost Minimize costs required to acquire and prepare site for use 



What’s most important to you as we weight criteria?
 Zoning (Current Zoning Designation)
 Distance from population center (Maximizes ease of customer access)

 Floodplain (Minimizes potential for impact to floodplain)

 Current Land Use (Current land use is most supportive of developing a transfer station)

 Drive time access to interstate and landfill (Minimize long-haul costs by locating site close to I-90 Intersection)

 Surface Waters (Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and related wildlife)
 Depth to Groundwater (Shallow groundwater will impact development cost)
 Endangered Species (Minimizes potential for impact to endangered species)


Cultural Resources (Historic properties/archeological resources) (Minimizes potential for impact to historic properties or 
archeological resources)


Proximity to existing/future residential neighborhoods (Site not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working near the 
transfer station)


Traffic Impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic impact) (Truck route(s) to the transfer station appropriate for heavy trucks and 
not likely to affect existing persons or businesses)

 Ownership of property (Maximize ease of property acquisition)

 Acquisition and development cost (Minimize costs required to acquire and prepare site for use)

What are your top 
three criteria?



Continuing to gather feedback

• Comment Form
• Online:  KittitasCountyTransferStation.Participate.Online



Thank you!
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Details 
Date: September 13, 2017 
Time: 6 – 8 PM 
Location: Kittitas Valley Event Center (Armory Main Hall) 
    901 E 7th Avenue, Ellensburg, WA 
 

Agenda 
• 6:00 – 6:15 p.m. Open house  

• 6:15 – 6:45 p.m. Presentation 

• 6:45 – 7:00 p.m. Question and answer session 

• 7:00 – 8:00 p.m. Open house 

 
Attendees 
Approximately 37 community members attended the community meeting and signed in.  

 
Key Topics 
The following topics were brought up by members of the public during the open house: 

• Potential impacts to groundwater 

• Floodplain impacts 

• Impacts to residential communities 

• Traffic impacts 
 

• Accessibility 

• Sizes of the potential sites 

• Suggestions to modify the current site 

• Project funding and costs 

Outreach Materials 
Project staff announced the meeting through a variety of outreach methods: 
 

Notifications 

• Postcards were mailed to approximately 15,000 households within the project area as 
the initial invitation to the community meeting (Appendix A). 

• Radio announcements were aired on Friday September 8, 2017 and Monday September 
11, 2017 on KXLE radio to remind and encourage the public to attend (Appendix B).  

• A display ad advertising the meeting ran in the Ellensburg Daily Record on September 7, 
8, 9, and 11 (Appendix C).  

• Note: Meeting sign-in sheet responses revealed most attendees learned about the 
meeting from the postcard. Additional means noted were word of mouth, radio and 
newspaper. 

 
Tools 

• A Participate Online project website had been running with content from the first round 
of outreach since May 2017. The website was updated in advance of the meeting with 
details of the upcoming meeting, when and where it would be held and what 
information could be expected. The website was updated again on the day of the 
meeting to include all meeting materials (including display boards and the PowerPoint 
presentation shown at the meeting) and provide interested community members an 
opportunity to review the project information when it is convenient for them. The 
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feedback survey from the community meeting was also posted on the Participate Online 
site, allowing site visitors to provide their feedback. The project team received feedback 
on the content presented at the September community meeting until October 3rd, 2017 
(Appendix D). 

 
PowerPoint Presentation 

• A PowerPoint presentation given at the September meeting introduced three potential 
sites and the opportunities and challenges that each presented (available online). 

 
Display Boards 

• Display boards (Appendix E) provided detailed information on: 
o The project overview and purpose* 
o Preliminary siting criteria* 
o Final siting criteria 
o Site screening process 
o Cement plant site location 
o Cement plant site potential layout 
o Tjossem Road site location 
o Tjossem Road site potential layout 
o Airport site location 
o Airport site potential layout 
o Comparative costs 
o Public involvement opportunities* 
o Siting process and anticipated schedule* 

 
*Some boards were originally produced for the June 2017 community meeting. 
 

Handouts 

• Printed surveys were provided as an opportunity for the public to provide their 
feedback on the three potential sites and the secondary siting criteria (see feedback 
summary below). 

 
 

Feedback 
20 paper surveys were submitted at the community meeting. To see the results of this feedback, please 
see the September Feedback Summary.  
 
 
Question and Answer: 
The following questions were asked during the question and answer period of the September 
community meeting: 
 
 
 
 

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/media/default/images/June6_CommunityMeeting_Presentation-2.pdf
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• Did you look at tax information to determine values of properties in question? 
Response: The project team utilized the County’s Geographic Information System (GIS) database 
to identify and evaluate properties. The GIS database includes land values from the county’s Tax 
Assessor office for each property. 
 

• What size is your current site? 
Response: The current site is approximately 10 acres. 
 

• Has anyone contacted the property owners for the two private sites under consideration and 
gotten a binding agreement in place?  
Response: The project team will be contacting owners of the two private sites under 
consideration to request if they are interested in particpating in the site selection process.  
 

• What is the depth of ground water at the three potential sites? And is that a potential impact? 
Response: The depth to groundwater at the three proposed sites is shallow. Shallow groundwater 
depths will impact site development cost by requiring importing structural fill to raise the tipping 
building to allow loading of tranfer trailers.  

 

• The two private sites are further away from domestic wells. Is this a consideration given potential 
impacts to groundwater? 
Response: The transfer station and compost facility will have a leachate collection system to 
manage contact water and a storm water collection system to control impact to ground water. 
 

• Are you looking at economic impact to neighbors as a criterion? It isn’t listed. 
Response: The current proposed seconday screening criteria does not directly include economic 
impact to neighbors. However, the criterion, “Proximity to existing and future residential 
neighborhoods”, accounts for the impact to neighbors, and indirectly includes economic impact 
(based on proximity).  
 

• If the motivation for moving is flooding, what is the potential for flooding on these three sites? 
What is the recent history of flooding at the three potential sites? 
Response: The project team utilized FEMA floodplain mapping to identify potential sites. If a 
potential site had less than 25 acres outside the 100-year floodplain, the site was removed for 
further consideration.  Based upon available floodplain information, the three proposed sites 
have at least 25 acres of usable connected land outside the 100-year floodplain.  
 

• Does the 25 acres layout include a buffer? If so, what is size of that buffer? 
Response: The Basis of Design report developed facility sizing requirements for facilities to be 
located at the new site including scalehouse, transfer building, compost operations, MRW facility, 
recycling drop-off area, administration building, employee, truck, and trailer parking areas, and 
onsite roads. The conceptual layouts include a 50’ buffer.   
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• Were FAA regulations regarding Advisory Circular 150/5200-33B regarding hazardous wildlife 
attractants on or near airports looked at?  
Response: Siting requirements outlined in FAA Advisory Circular 150/5200-33B were considered 
when identifying potential sites for consideration. Our understanding of current FAA rules is that 
enclosed transfer stations are compatible with safe airport operations. The FAA requirements 
also require a 1,200-foot setback between composting operations and the airport. The proposed 
Airport site meets both requirements. The project team will perform an additional review of FAA 
requirements.   

 

• Have you taken into consideration the impact on 200+ people currently working out near the 
airport site? 
Response: Once a site is selected, the project team will perform a traffic study to determine 
impacts on roads servicing the proposed facility.   
 

• How would you pay for the private property? Would you end up with a mortgage? Is there other 
funding available? 
Response: The County is considering various funding options for purchasing land and to develop 
the site.  
 

• Will all comments be presented on web site? 
Response: Yes. All comments will be presented on the website. 
 

• How does this 25-acre site affect undeveloped acreage at airport? Does it affect any other 
development plans on that property, such as a new Public works site? 
Response: Based on an initial review of this location, we believe a transfer station would not 
affect the proposed public works facility.  
 

• Is there an assumption on the airport property that the lease price will stay the same for 30 
years? 
Response: The lease agreement price would be adjusted by the rates established by the County 
Commission.   
 

• How many acres of asphalt will be at the new site? Will all 25 acres be paved? 
Response: Onsite roads and parking areas will be paved as well as operational areas at the 
compost facility. 
 

• Has rain and snow runoff been taken into account and will it contaminate nearby surface water? 
Response: On-site stormwater flow will be conveyed via channels and culverts to lined 
stormwater retentions ponds. The site will comply with all stormwater management 
requirements including the development and implementation of a stormwater management 
plan.  
 

• Looking at site maps, they don’t all look to be 25 acres. What is the acreage of all three sites? 
Response: The Cement Plant site is a 102 acre parcel, the Tjossem Road site is 188 acres, and the 
Airport site contains 42 acres. All three potential sites have the minimum 25 acres required for 
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the facility. If a site is chosen, the County will negotatite with potential land owers for a minimum 
25 acrea parcel.   
 

• Are routes to and from the transfer station being looked at? It appears the airport site would 
have users traveling through residential neighborhoods. 
Response: The project team developed potential routes to each proposed site for customers 
(trucks and self haul vehicles, as well as transfer vehicles). Our proposed secondary siting criteria 
includes an evalaution of traffic impact on neighborhoods.  
 

• Is there a lease at the current transfer station site? What happens to the property when you 
move? 
Response: The County currently leases the current site from the City of Ellensburg.  One option is 
to relocate some of the buildings to the proposed new location, or the City may decide to utilize 
the buildings.   
 

• How are you going to get waste transfer trucks out of the airport site?  Will they travel the same 
route as the station users? 
Response: The project team evaluated potential routes for waste transfer vehicles from the 
Airport Site.  One potential route is to utilize Bowers Road to Reecer Creek Road to West 
University Way to access I-90.   
 

• Where would the entrance to the airport site be? Will there be split entrances for trucks and 
customers?   
Response: The proposed entrance to the Airport road site would be located along Falcon Road at  
the northwest corner. The proposed conceptual layouts include one entrance for customers and 
transfer vehicles. Vehicles would be seperated after the scalehose to minimize potential traffic 
issues.  
 

• Are infrastructure upgrades to roads used by transfer station traffic being included in costs of 
sites? 
Response: The conceptual cost estimates include costs to upgrade nearby roads that service the 
proposed facility at each site. 
 

• Has splitting up operations been considered? For example, keeping some operations at the 
current location and moving some operations such as composting to another location. 
Response: The County evaluated splitting the transfer and compost operations and determined 
the cost of operating two separate operations would be more costly than operating at one 
location. 

 

• Has impact to house values, land values, county airport development plans, and future leasing 
potential been looked at.  
Response: The current secondary screening criteria does not directly include impact on 
house/land value, impact on airport development plans, or potential leasing.  However, the 
criterion, “Proximity to existing and future residential neighborhoods”, accounts for the impact to 
neighbors, and indirectly includes economic impact (based on proximity).  
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• How many heavy trucks (transfer trucks) are leaving the transfer station per day? How would this 
affect the DR Horton development site? 
Response: Currently three to four transfer vehicles per day are transferred to the landfill for final 
disposal. In 2040, the number increases to five to six transfer vehicles per day.   
 

• Can information about how many people are currently and projected to use the transfer station 
be posted on the website?  
Response: The Basis of Design report is located on the website and includes information on 
current and projected customers,  tonnages, and material quantities.  
 

• How are you going to value/weight your criteria? 
Response: The project team will utilize input received from the public at the community meeting 
and on-line to determine value/weights of each criteria.  In addition, project team members 
(County and City of Ellensburg staff) as well as Solid Waste Advisory Committee members will 
provide input on the weighting criteria.   
 

• Can you make the current site work? What if there were no other options then could you make 
the current site work by being innovative and using space differently, controlling the flooding 
issues through dikes, etc.? 
Response: Building stormwater berms/dikes is not allowed per County ordinance.  The current 
site is not large enough to accommodate future growth.    
 

• The railroad is right near the current site. Have you looked at utilizing it to haul trash and 
commodities away? 
Response: The cost to develop rail loading and unloading infrastructure is prohibitive for the 
small amount of waste being sent to the landfill. The County currently transfers municipal solid 
waste to the Wenatchee Landfill which has capacity for another 75+ years. 
 

• Could you just add another scale at the current site to separate the commercial trucks from the 
rest of the traffic? 
Response: Adding another scale at the current transfer station would eliminate the issue with the 
rest of site traffic before the scalehouse. However, the commercial vehicle would still need to 
wait in line with other customers (i.e. self haulers) to enter the transfer building. 
 

• Why were there not sites considered east of town? 
Response: As part of the intial screening, the project team identified a number of potential sites 
east of town.  Potential sites located near Kittitas were eliminated because of the long travel 
distance for a majority of facility users (within the City of Ellensburg area). In addition, sites east 
of Ellensburg were eliminated due to lack of utilities (water and sewer).    
 

• What services are you looking to add or decrease?  Recycling only milk jugs and pop bottles are 
not enough plastic options. 
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Response: The proposed new facility will have a dedicated recycling drop-off area located before 
the scale house to allow customers to unload material for free (same as the current facility). The 
County will continullay evaluate potential new mateials to add to the drop-off areas. 
 

• Why is there a cutoff date for comments in the feedback processes? Can that date be published? 
Response: The project team needs to assemble community comments and weighting of criteria to 
allow the team to compile information to perform final rankings. The comment cut-off date will 
be added to the website. General comments are always welcomed; it is just the specific input on 
criteria that is needed to inform the next step of the siting process. 
 

• Can a land swap be done with neighboring property so the current station could be enlarged and 
made to work? 
Response: The current site is located in a floodplain and needs to be relocated.  Adjacent 
properties are located in the same floodplain and would be prone to flooding as well. 
 

• Would the new station be ugly and seen from the freeway if it is located at the cement plant 
site? 
Response: The new station will have architectural features to  make it visually appealing.  
However, due to the expected height of the building, the facility will be seen from the freeway.   

 
 
 
At the conclusion of the question and answer session, the meeting was adjourned. 
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Appendix 
 

A. Postcard 

B. Radio announcement 

C. Display ad 

D. Participate Online project website 

E. Display boards 

F. Printed survey 
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A. Postcard 
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B. Radio announcement 

“Where should we put a new transfer station? The County is seeking a new site for the Ellensburg 
transfer station that doesn’t flood and is large enough to handle our growing area’s trash, recycling and 
yard waste for decades to come. After months of technical work and consulting with the community, 
three potential sites have been chosen. Which site is best? What’s important to you? Join the 
community meeting on September 13 at 6 p.m. to learn more and share your thoughts on the potential 
sites. Come to the Armory Main Hall at 901 E 7th Avenue in Ellensburg at 6 p.m. to hear more and share 
your feedback. Visit kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online for details. “ 
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C. Display ad 
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D. Participate Online project website 
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E. Display boards 
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Kittitas County Transfer 
Station Relocation

Community Meeting

April 9, 2018



Agenda
• Welcome and overview

• What we’ve done
• Siting process and criteria

• What we’ve asked so far

• Concept designs & cost estimates 
for the 3 potential sites

• What’s changed?
• Revised list of potential sites

• FAQs

• Next steps

• Q & A

• Wrap up and adjourn



Welcome and Overview



Why relocate the Ellensburg Transfer Station?
The existing Ellensburg Transfer Station has three serious challenges:
• Flooding

• Impacts customer access
• Impacts compost, white goods, and tire processing area

• Size constraints for additional materials
• No space to accept any new materials

• Size constraints for additional customers
• Long queuing lines
• Small unloading area
• No capacity for projected growth

The new transfer station will be sized and designed to address these challenges and handle the long-term 
needs of Kittitas County.



Community Involvement Process

1

Early 
outreach to 
key 
stakeholders

2

Develop 
public 
involvement 
plan

3

Seek input at 
key 
milestones 
during siting

4

Inform 
community 
about county 
commissioner 
site decision

5

Seek input 
during station 
design

6

Inform 
community 
about 
construction

7

Celebrate 
opening



What We’ve Done So Far



Completed work elements 
• Developed site basis of design (25 acres) and preliminary layout

• Performed preliminary screening

• Performed Step 1 of secondary screening

• Identified 3 potential sites

• Developed conceptual layouts and cost estimates for the 3 potential sites

• Consulted with community on sites; further technical review

• Removed one site; added another



What we’ve asked you about so far:
Outreach period Feedback gathered

June 2017 • Potential siting areas and concerns
• Community values
• Preliminary siting criteria

September 2017 • Previous potential sites: 
Cement Plant site
Tjossem Road site
Airport site – REMOVED December 2017

• Weighting siting criteria

February 2018 
(online only)

• Current potential sites: 
Cement Plant site
Tjossem Road site
US97/Old Highway 10 site



What we have left to 
complete

• Complete scoring for the 3 
potential sites

• Weight screening criteria based on 
community input

• Identify the preferred site

• Gain approval from County 
Commissioners to move forward

• Design/permitting/construction



Identified potential sites within Siting Areas

Identified more than 60 potential sites that have more than 25 acres



Completed preliminary screening

Applied revised 
preliminary screening 
criteria and identified 

32 potential sites



Conducted secondary siting step 1

Criteria Description

Zoning Current zoning designation

Distance from population center (ease of access by 
customers)

Maximize ease of customer access

Floodplain Minimizes potential for impact to floodplain

Current land use Current land use is most supportive of developing a 
transfer station

Drive time to interstate and landfill Minimize long-haul costs by locating site close to I-
90 Intersection



Results of secondary siting step 1

Applied first 
part of 

secondary 
screening 

criteria and 
identified 11 

potential sites



Secondary siting step 1 (continued)

• Reviewed the 11 sites with 
representatives from the City and 
County.

• Used updated City/County zoning, 
land-use discussion, and Urban 
Growth Area information to 
further refine the list to 3 potential 
sites.



Community and technical review of sites

• Requested and received input on potential sites

• Conducted further research on sites

• Removed Airport Site

• Added US97/Old Highway 10 site



3 potential sites carried forward

Cement Plant SiteAirport Site Tjossem Road Site US97/Old Highway 10 site



Cement 
Plant
Site



Tjossem
Road Site



US97/Old 
Highway 10 
site





Frequently asked questions
Can the current site be mitigated for 
flooding?

• Located adjacent to Wilson Creek and 
within 100-year floodplain

• Spring thaw/heavy rain flooding – unable to 
mitigate

Won’t the US97/Old Highway 10 site have 
the same flooding issues?
• Site is at a much higher elevation relative to the 

surrounding floodplain

• Existing minor floodplain channels can be 
relocated with little impact to the new site 
development and existing floodplain 



Flood plain comparison

Existing Site US97/Old Highway 10 Site



Frequently asked questions
What is the potential for flooding at each 
of the three sites?

• All three sites have at least 25 acres 
outside of 100-year floodplain

• US97/Old Highway 10 site will require minor 
floodplain channel relocation to create 
continuous 25 acres

• Flooding impacts not anticipated for new 
site due to location and design

• Site will be designed to handle stormwater 
demands



Frequently asked questions

• How will the transfer station protect groundwater?
• Stormwater ponds will be lined

• Stormwater contacting solid waste in tunnel area will be collected and treated

• Would the new transfer station be seen from the freeway or have 
odor issues?

• Likely to be seen from the freeway due to expected height

• Architectural and engineering features will address sight issues

• Tipping floor is cleared of waste every evening to manage odor and vectors



Frequently asked questions

• Will the roads used by transfer station traffic be upgraded as part of the 
project?

• Yes

• Why weren’t sites considered on the east side of town?
• Far from majority of facility users
• Lack of utilities

• Are you looking at economic impact to neighbors (such as house values, 
land values, etc.) as part of your criteria? Is future land use considered?

• Secondary siting criterion: “Proximity to existing and future residential neighborhoods”



Frequently asked questions

• How will additional traffic due to the new sites be managed? Will 
the new roundabout near the Cement Plant site or US97/Old 
Highway 10 site have increased traffic?

• Traffic study to be completed during permitting/environmental permitting 
process

• Has the County begun property negotiations with the private site 
owners?

• No. The county has asked property owners if they are willing to sell, but has 
not begun any discussions about purchase



What we have left to do

• Complete scoring for three existing sites
• Weight criteria using feedback from community
• Rank sites
• Select preferred site



What’s most important to you as we weight criteria?
 Zoning (Current Zoning Designation)

 Distance from population center (Maximizes ease of customer access)

 Floodplain (Minimizes potential for impact to floodplain)

 Current Land Use (Current land use is most supportive of developing a transfer station)

 Drive time access to interstate and landfill (Minimize long-haul costs by locating site close to I-90 Intersection)

 Surface Waters (Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and related wildlife)

 Depth to Groundwater (Shallow groundwater will impact development cost)

 Endangered Species (Minimizes potential for impact to endangered species)


Cultural Resources (Historic properties/archeological resources) (Minimizes potential for impact to historic properties or 
archeological resources)


Proximity to existing/future residential neighborhoods (Site not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working near the 
transfer station)


Traffic Impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic impact) (Truck route(s) to the transfer station appropriate for heavy trucks and 
not likely to affect existing persons or businesses)

 Ownership of property (Maximize ease of property acquisition)

 Acquisition and development cost (Minimize costs required to acquire and prepare site for use)

What are your top 
three criteria?



Secondary siting criteria step 2
Criteria Description

Surface Waters Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and related wildlife

Depth to groundwater Shallow groundwater will impact development cost 

Endangered Species (Permitability/SEPA) Minimizes potential for impact to endangered species

Cultural Resources ( Historic 
properties/archeological resources)

Minimizes potential for impact to historic properties or 
archeological resources

Proximity to existing and future residential 
neighborhoods

Site not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working 
near the transfer station

Traffic Impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic 
impact)

Truck route(s) to the transfer station appropriate for heavy 
trucks and not likely to affect existing persons or businesses

Ownership of property Maximize ease of property acquisitions

Acquisition and development cost Minimize costs required to acquire and prepare site for use 



What we’ve heard so far on importance of criteria

During our Fall 2017 
outreach period, we 
asked people to pick their 
top three siting criteria.

Top choices:
• Floodplain
• Current land use
• Ownership of property
• Endangered species



We’re gathering feedback through April 27

• Comment Form

• Online:  KittitasCountyTransferStation.Participate.Online

KittitasCountyTransferStation.Participate.Online


Thank you!
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Meeting Details 
Date:  Monday, April 9, 2018 
Time:   6:00 – 8:00 p.m. 
Location: Armory Main Hall, 901E 7th Avenue, Ellensburg, WA 
  

Agenda 

• 6:00 p.m. Doors open 
• 6:15 – 6:30 p.m. Presentation 
• 6:30 – 6:45 p.m. Question & Answer session 

• 8:00 p.m. Adjourn  
 
Attendees 
Approximately 30 community members attended the meeting.  

 
Key Topics 
The following topics were brought up by members of the public during the community meeting: 

• Suggestions to modify the current site 

• Potential impacts to groundwater 

• Floodplain impacts 

• Impacts to residential communities 
 

• Traffic impacts and studies 

• Increased recycling options 

• Coordination with current property 
owners 

 
 
Outreach Materials 
Project staff publicized the meeting through a variety of outreach methods: 
 

Notifications 

• Postcards were mailed to approximately 15,000 households within the project area as 
the initial invitation to the community meeting (Appendix A). 

o Note: Meeting sign-in sheet responses revealed most attendees learned about 
the meeting from the postcard. 

• A radio announcement was aired on Friday, March 30, 2018 and Monday, April 2, 2018 
on KXLE radio to remind and encourage the public to attend (Appendix B).  

• A display ad advertising the meeting ran in the Ellensburg Daily Record on March 29 and 
30 and April 3 and 4, 2018. Online advertisements were also posted on the Ellensburg 
Daily Record’s website from April 2 – 13, 2018 (Appendix C).  

• An email listserv update was sent out to the project listserv on April 3, 2018 to inform 
community members of upcoming public feedback opportunities (Appendix D). 

• A press release was issued to inform local media outlets of the next phase of outreach. 
The Ellensburg Daily Record also ran an article regarding this phase of outreach and the 
current potential sites (Appendix E). 
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Tools 

• A Participate Online project website has been available with content from the first 
round of outreach since May 2017. The website was updated in advance of the meeting 
with details of the upcoming meeting, including when and where it would be held and 
what information would be shared. The website was updated again on the day of the 
meeting to include all meeting materials (such as the display boards and the PowerPoint 
presentation shown at the meeting) and provide interested community members an 
opportunity to review the project information when it was convenient for them. The 
feedback survey from the community meeting was also posted on the Participate Online 
site, allowing site visitors to provide their feedback. The project team accepted feedback 
on the content presented at the April community meeting through April 27, 2018 
(Appendix F). 

 
PowerPoint Presentation 

• A PowerPoint presentation given at the April meeting provided project updates, a 
summary of what has been completed to date, frequently heard questions and concerns 
regarding the site selection process, and next steps (available online). 

 
Display Boards 

• Display boards provided detailed information on the following (available online and in 
Appendix G): 

o The project overview and purpose* 
o Preliminary siting criteria* 
o Final siting criteria* 
o Site screening process* 
o Cement plant site location* 
o Cement plant site potential layout* 
o Tjossem Road site location* 
o Tjossem Road site potential layout* 
o US 97/Old Highway 10 location 
o US 97/Old Highway 10 site layout 
o Comparative costs 
o Public involvement opportunities* 
o Siting process and anticipated schedule* 
o Frequently asked questions 

  
*These boards were originally produced for the June 2017 and September 2017 community meetings. 
 

Handouts 

• An FAQ was produced to respond to common questions and concerns the project team 
has heard so far and to inform further feedback (Appendix H). 

• Printed surveys were provided as an opportunity for the public to provide their 
feedback on the three potential sites and the secondary siting criteria (see feedback 
summary below) (Appendix I). 

 

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/Media/Default/images/KittitasCountyTransferStation_PowerPoint_April2018.pdf
https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/Media/Default/images/KittitasCountyTransferStation_DisplayBoards_April2018.pdf
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Feedback 
14 paper surveys were submitted at the community meeting. To see a summary of this feedback, please 
see the April Feedback Summary.  
 
Question and Answer session: 
 
The following questions were asked and addressed during the Q&A period of the April community 
meeting: 
 

• Why is the traffic study occurring so late in the process? 

Response: Traffic studies are very expensive, and it is not in the best interests of taxpayers’ money 

to expend such funds on each site before it is chosen. Once a site is selected, then the project team 

will complete a detailed analysis of the selected site. The current layouts presented are just 

preliminary. If traffic is important to you, we encourage you to list it as one of your priorities on the 

comment form.  

 

• Currently there is no way to recycle office materials, school papers, etc. Will there be mixed paper 

recycling at the new site? 

Response: Offering more recycling drop-off options requires more space than is available at the 

current site. This is one of the reasons for the new transfer station. We are not sure yet what new 

materials might be accepted at the new transfer station.  

 

• Will there have to be an environmental clean-up of the current site before it can be used for a 

different purpose? 

Response: The current site is owned by the City of Ellensburg and leased by the County Solid Waste 

Department. Before the County Solid Waste Department returns the property to the City, we will 

complete all necessary tests on the site. However, the potential for contamination is very low. 

 

• Why can’t we upgrade the current site? 

Response: Population growth and flooding cannot be alleviated or mitigated at the current site. The 

current site isn’t large enough for the current population or for future projected growth. The public 

has requested more recycling options and shorter wait times, which the current site cannot 

accommodate. Additionally, increased traffic creates issues of safety on the tipping floor for 

employees and customers.  

 

• What about the ground water in each of the three sites? Was the cement plant site entirely on the 

floodplain? 

Response: The depth to reach the ground water is very shallow on all of these sites, which is partly 

due to the nature of the valley in general. When building a transfer station in areas with shallow 

groundwater, all three sites will require placement of structural fill material to develop a facility 

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/feedback
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above groundwater.  We will take the elevation and construction requirements into consideration 

during the detailed engineering phase. The cement plant site is not located in the 100-year 

floodplain. 

 

• How do you plan to mitigate climate change? The current designs are based on a 100-year 

floodplain, which may not be a severe enough standard, given climate change effects. 

Response:  While the 100-year floodplain is the standard for planning, we’ll develop the design once 

we have detailed analysis of the selected site. The project team will engineer the selected site with 

consideration for climate change impacts. 

 

• What does the city have in mind for the current transfer station once the new one is complete? 

Response: Currently, the City of Ellensburg does not have a specific plan for the current site. We will 

repurpose the area as appropriate.  

 

• Can you tell us more about the liners that will be used in the water collection basins (stormwater 

ponds)? 

Response: The stormwater ponds will be lined with a 40 to 60 mil layer of high density polyethylene 

(HDPE) material.  

 

• Regarding the current site, does Anderson Hay use your compost? 

Response: Not that we are currently aware of. 

 

• Is there the possibility of contamination seeping downhill onto the neighboring property, say in 10 

years from now? 

Response: Transfer stations are not typically sources of groundwater contamination. For the 

proposed compost area, monitoring wells will be installed around the site and will be monitored for 

groundwater contamination.  There are statutes and regulations that require environmental 

monitoring.   

 

• Is there ongoing monitoring for other parts of the site besides the compost facility? 

Response: Yes. Stormwater will be managed and monitored in accordance with a site specific 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention program.  

 

• Since you’ve discussed your ability to engineer the strips of floodplain on the Old Highway 10 site, 

does that mean you can do whatever you like on your property, regardless of floodplain 

regulations? Will there be downstream or adjacent property impacts as a result of your engineering 

of the floodplain?  

Response:  Kittitas County has specific requirements when constructing facilities within or adjacent 

to 100-year floodplains. In addition, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) has 
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specific requirements when constructing within a 100-year floodplain.  We (Kittitas County) will have 

to go through all the same steps, requirements and reviews that a resident would have to go 

through when developing on a floodplain.  

 

• How often do you monitor the groundwater wells? 

Response: We monitor the groundwater wells around the compost facility quarterly, which is in 

compliance with regulations. 

 

• There are wetlands on the US97/Old Highway 10 site — what does the project team plan to do 

about that? 

Response:  During the environmental/permitting phase, the project team will perform a detailed 

wetland survey/inventory of the selected site. If wetlands are identified, the facility layout could be 

adjusted to avoid wetland areas, or the wetlands could be mitigated in accordance with state and 

federal regulations. If wetland impacts are a primary concern to you, we encourage you to let us 

know via the comment form. 

 

• How does the floodplain keep from spilling over into Reecer Creek?  

Response: There are several engineering methods that can be used to mitigate the floodplain 

including the construction of retention ponds, stormwater channels or other engineering controls.  

 

• Have any of the three property owners indicated that they are willing to sell?  

Response: Yes. One owner has indicated a willingness to sell. One owner is an unwilling seller.  

 

• If the property owner does not want to sell, will you use eminent domain? What does that process 

look like? 

Response: The County will work with property owners and take their feedback into consideration 

when selecting a preferred site. Eminent domain has not been used by the County in the past for 

similar projects. 
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Appendix 
 

A. Postcard 

B. Radio announcement 

C. Display ad/online advertisements 

D. Email listserv update 

E. Press release and media 

F. Participate Online project website 

G. Display boards 

H. FAQ (frequently asked questions) 

I. Printed survey 
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Appendix B. Radio announcement 

“Where should we put a new transfer station? The County is seeking a new site for the 
Ellensburg transfer station that doesn’t flood and is large enough to handle our growing 
area’s trash, recycling and yard waste for decades to come. The County has not heard from 
many people about the three potential sites under consideration. What are your thoughts?  
Hear the County’s responses to common questions and concerns for each site and provide 
your feedback at an upcoming public meeting. Join the project team on April 9 at 6 p.m. in 
the Armory Main Hall at 901 E 7th Avenue in Ellensburg to learn more and share your 
thoughts on the potential sites. Visit kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online for 
details.” 
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Appendix C. Display ad/online advertisements 
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 Appendix D. Email listserv update 
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Appendix E. Press release and media 
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Appendix F. Participate Online project website 
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Appendix G. Display boards 
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Appendix H. FAQ (frequently asked questions) 
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Appendix I. Printed survey
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1 

Introduction and Background 

Kittitas County is performing a study to relocate the Ellensburg Transfer Station to a site already owned 
by the County or to another suitable location within the greater Ellensburg area. The new facility will 
replace the existing Ellensburg transfer station and will be designed to address some existing site 
challenges (including location and size constraints, customer access issues during significant rainfall or 
spring runoff events, long queuing times and small unloading and processing areas) and prepare the 
County for future growth. 

In June 2017, an initial phase of outreach, including an Online Open House, survey, and community 
meeting, was conducted to better understand the interests of people in the communities served by the 
current transfer station and how best to involve community members during siting, permitting, design, 
and construction of the new station.  

In Fall 2017, an additional feedback period was held to gather feedback on the three potential sites (the 
Tjossem Road site, Cement plant site, and Airport site) and on how the secondary siting criteria should 
be weighted. After removing the Airport site from consideration and adding the US97/Old Highway 10 
site, an additional online-only feedback period was held in Winter 2018 to gather feedback on the 
US97/Old Highway 10 site. In order to hear from more members of the community and provide a chance 
for community members to leave feedback on all three current potential sites (the Tjossem Road site, 
Cement plant site, and US97/Old Highway 10 site, an additional feedback period was held in Spring 
2018. During this feedback period, additional input was also gathered on how the secondary screening 
criteria should be weighted.  

The community meetings included a brief presentation, Q&A session, informational display boards, and 
feedback forms (see our September 13, 2017 and April 9, 2018 meeting summaries online for more 
information). The project also engaged community members using the Online Open House engagement 
platform, which contained the same information and feedback opportunities as the community 
meeting. Details regarding the Fall 2017, Winter 2018, and Spring 2018 feedback periods are listed in 
the following table: 

Feedback period Public meeting date Online Open House 
feedback period date 
range* 

Total number of 
comments survey 
responses received 

Fall 2017 September 13, 2017 September 13 – 
October 3, 2017 

59 (Appendix A) 

Winter 2018 None January 12 – 
February 23, 2018 

33 (Appendix B) 

Spring 2018 April 9, 2018 April 9 – 27, 2018 52 (Appendix C) 

Total number of comments/survey responses received 144 

*The Online Open House remained online and accessible between feedback periods for those seeking
more information on the project.

https://kittitascountytransferstation.participate.online/feedback
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Survey Questions & Feedback 
The public involvement process provided insight 
into the community’s values regarding selecting a 
new site, and community preferences regarding 
the three potential sites. Survey questions and key 
feedback received through the online open house 
and in-person meetings (via comment forms and 
sticky notes on display boards) are summarized 
below. A full list of comments received during each 
feedback period can be found in the Appendix.  

Secondary Criteria 

• Question: Please review the secondary criteria
(shown on the right) and check the three
criteria most important to you when selecting
a new site (asked during Fall 2017 and Spring
2018 feedback periods).

• Responses:

*This criterion was added following the Fall 2017 feedback period, and prior to the Spring 2018 feedback period.

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

Cultural resources*

Endangered species

Ownership of property

Zoning

Depth to groundwater

Drive time access to interstate and landfill

Surface waters

Floodplain impacts

Acquisition and development cost

Current land use

Drive time from population center

Proximity to existing/future residential neighborhoods

Traffic impacts

Fall 2017 responses Spring 2018 responses
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Potential Sites 
Question: What are your thoughts on the three potential sites? (shown below)  
 
(Note: in the summaries below, each response is only counted in one category (positive, negative, or 
mixed), but may be counted in multiple sub-categories (Low impact to residential areas, close to 
interstate, etc.) depending on the response content) 
 

• Key Feedback on Cement plant site (received during Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 feedback periods):  

• Positive (40): 

• “Best choice of the three” (18) 

• Low impact to residential areas (17) 

• Close to interstate (14) 

• Already in an industrial area (12) 

• Multiple access routes (8) 

• Negative (13): 

• Subject to flooding and potential groundwater infiltration (8) 

• Concern about future development in area (4) 

• Will cause debris/unpleasant smells for area downwind (2) 

• May increase traffic due to added roundabout (2) 
 

• Key Feedback on Tjossem Road site (received during Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 feedback periods):  

• Positive (7) 

• Mixed (16) 

• “This is my second choice” (11) 

• Easily accessible/convenient (4) 

• Negative (54) 

• Impacts on agricultural land (18) 

• Impacts to local lakes and ponds/water supply/fish populations (14) 

• Proximity to existing/future developments (8) 

• Access (8) 

• Traffic (6) 

• Impacts to wildlife/birds (6) 

• “Worst choice of the three” (5) 
 

• Key Feedback on US 97/Highway 10 site (received during Winter 2018 and Spring 2018):  

• Positive (23): 

• “Second choice of the three” (12) 

• Easily accessible/convenient (8) 

• Mixed (16) 

• Keep the current site in addition to building a new site (3) 

• Negative (24): 

• Sight/smell impacts (10) 

• Concerns about floodplain/wetlands (8) 
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• Proximity to current/future residential neighborhoods and businesses (7) 

• Impacts to wildlife/birds (2) 

• Increased traffic (2) 

• Impacts on agricultural land (2) 
 
Additional Questions 

• Question: Any other thoughts for the team to consider as they select the preferred site? 

• Key Feedback (received during Fall 2017 and Spring 2018 feedback periods): 
▪ Suggestion to modify the existing site (8) 
▪ Select a site that is not in a residential area (5) 
▪ Make it easier to recycle (4) 
▪ Consider floodplains when designing a site (2) 
▪ Thank you (2) 

 
Next Steps 
The project team will use the feedback gathered during these feedback periods to inform the selection 
of the preferred site.  
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Report for KCTS September Feedback

Complet ion Rat e: 10 0 %

 Complete 59

T ot als: 59

Response Counts

1



1. Please review the secondary criteria below and check the three criteria most
important to you when selecting  a new site.

Value  Percent Responses

Zoning (current zoning designation) 17.4% 8

Distance from population center (maximizes ease of customer

access)

23.9% 11

Floodplain (minimizes potential for impact to floodplain) 19.6% 9

Current land use (current land use is most supportive of

developing a transfer station)

19.6% 9

Drive time access to interstate and landfill (minimize long-haul

costs by locating site close to I-90 intersection)

21.7% 10

Surface waters (minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and

related wildlife)

19.6% 9

Depth to groundwater (shallow groundwater will impact

development cost)

17.4% 8

Endangered species (minimizes potential for impact to

endangered species)

4.3% 2

Proximity to existing/future residential neighborhoods (site

not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working near

the transfer station)

58.7% 27

T raffic impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic impact; truck

routes to the transfer station appropriate for heavy trucks and

not likely to affect existing persons or businesses)

63.0% 29

Ownership of property (maximize ease of property acquisition) 6.5% 3

Acquisition and development cost (minimize costs required to

acquire and prepare site for use)

17.4% 8

2



ResponseID Response

1 T his site appears to have the best compatability with heavy truck traffic and

minimizing impacts to residential areas. It is close enough to most customers to

not be an inconvenience to visit. T his would be my first choice given the criteria

limiting where the site can be.

2 Great idea here but I believe road to recycling and to and from scale should be a

site road to limit ways people entering and exiting. Like how there is multiple

ways of getting to site. Could be expensive but at least you gain an asset.

3 Seems to me to be the best location. Close to interstate, non-residential area,

and an area built for and use to truck traffic already.

4 Close to freeway&ilia already in an industrial area. T he area already has heavy

traffic by both heavy equipment and smaller vehicles. It looks to be close enough

to residential areas to make short travel time, but far enough away to minimize

impact on local residents. T he only concern I have is acquisition cost. As far as

installing utilities it's in the middle of the road. In all, this one seems best to me.

5 T his seems like the best location of the three presented. 1) It has the easiest

access to I-90 and major through-ways in and around the City of Ellensburg. 2)

T here is very little residential development in the area. 3) T he surrounding land

is zoned light industrial. 4) T here are no creeks or streams in the area although

Mill Ditch does run near the back of the property.

6 T he only concern I have with this location is the view from the freeway, and the

future development, e.g. T riple L or some other regional retail

7 T his site seems like it would have the easiest access

8 T o me this makes the most sense. T raffic patterns already set up for large trucks.

Little residential in area and probably not a lot with cement plant there. Still easy

town and I-90 access.

9 I like this site for it's location near town, and it's separation from neighborhoods

and conflicts. T he site has been mined and is already an industrial area. Ground

water may be shallow. Acquisition may be difficult-but having available material

may be handy.

2. What are your thoug hts on the Cement plant site?

3



10 T his is the best location since its already in an area that is not being used for a

real purpose. Plus theres a freeway enterance right next to it and also its the

cheapest in the long run.

12 T his site seems to have the least residences nearby/close. It is already right next

to an industrial area (cement plant).

13 I think this is the best site from both an economic impact and minimizes the

impact to adjacent areas. T he airport is no easily accessed and is upwind from a

lot of residential properties and the T jossem Road site is productive agricultural

land, visible from freeway and adjacent to residential housing.

14 Elevation and proximity to areas prone to flooding are an issue for this site, and

depth of groundwater is a likely problem. Consideration should be given to an

area outside the irrigation district for this reason.

15 Best option: Roads are already undergoing significant upgrades (that's paid for)

Access to the site does not tempt customers to cut through residential areas

It's the shortest distance to the freeway for heavy trucks. T his is an industrial

area - perfect for this kind of use.

19 an ok site - not close to residential development

20 Best potential site with least impact to residential areas as well as agriculture,

including traffic. Site is adjoined by ECP with low risk of becoming residential, so

low risk of future odor and traffic complaints. Addition of the roundabout will

also assist with access to this site without other road improvements.

21 Not a good choice. All land on both sides of 97 west of the new Round-a-bout is

zoned by the city to be Commercial in various forms. T he south-west side is

almost filled with commercial businesses. T he north-east side is zoned

Commercial and the adjoining 56 acres to the north will undoubtedly be zoned

commercial at some point. At the very least, if commercial development does not

take place, you can bet that it will end up with a residential zoning. T he transfer

station will cause debris and unpleasant smells to be present in this whole Hwy.

97 area. T hey are all down-wind from the proposed site. With the large amount

of traffic at the new round-a-bout which will grow with development, do we

need to add daily trips of garbage trucks through the round-a-bout and on out

97. T he I-90 Interchange there is already very busy and will likely become the

busiest of the two Ellensburg Interchanges. T he garbage trucks I see around

down daily are huge machines and often drive too fast for their size. T hey always

seem to be in a great hurry. I think the T ransfer Station needs to be further away

from any possible future development in the City of Ellensburg.

ResponseID Response
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24 T his is the site that I feel would be the most viable of the 3. I realize that

infrastructure cost is a question but I like the location because the impact of

traffic, noise and trucks would be less and it has easy access to I-90.

25 T o close to the river across I-90. T his location can also possibly be seen by

visitors on the freeway and turn away potential tourism, etc.

26 My preferred location for ease of access and least impact to neighborhoods.

ResponseID Response
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ResponseID Response

1 I initially thought the airport would be a good location but using the criteria the

location proposed would not be the best one. Locating that close to the FBO

would not be desirable. Heavy truck traffic both transit and local pickup would

expose a lot of residential housing areas to high volumes they presently don't

have.

2 Great site close to main population center. Potential layout looks like need

works couldn't storm water be used at compost facility if so pond is far away?

T his cold also bring in business to the area. Do not like the cost of the lease and

ending up with nothing at the end would county consider selling?

3 Potentially too expensive with flood issues. T he smell and truck traffic may deter

all the westsiders from buying these homes though, which would increase

affordable houses for this community.

4 T his site is closest to residential areas but furthest from the freeway access. It is

also farthest from areas used to heavy trucks. I think this site could have a

negative impact on local residents and future residential development. T he

acquisition cost seems the most reasonable. But I fear it would cost more in the

long run.

5 Without seeing your proposed sites I considered the airport area as the best

location. I do believe there are better areas of the airport property more suited

for the project. $82,000/yr rent is idiotic. If the price is set by the BOCC by

resolution then a new resolution should be considered to change the rental rate

for this project, or sell/transfer the property from Public Works to Solid Waste

Department T he site is already zoned light industrial so the site fits here even if

the surrounding residents don't want it. T he County has been pushing for new

industrial activity in the area for years if they are successful in the future the

surrounding landowners may not be happy with that development either. Mercer

Creek is adjacent to the project area. T his creek experienced flooding this spring

and has flooded several times over the last few years. I understand you will

building up the project site but do you really want to deal with the potential for

flooding or its effects at the new site?

6 Doesn't seem like the best location from a variety of perspectives - too close to

neighborhoods, aircraft and birds, etc.

3. What are your thoug hts on the Airport site?

6



7 T his site is too close to residential areas

8 Would be nice for county to get income stream but lousy location. T o much

residential traffic. Roads not set up for heavy trucks. Kids all over the place.

Lousy I-90 access. Would be my 3rd choice.

9 Not crazy about this site. Proximity to neighborhoods and increasing traffic

would push me away from this site. Over time the lease costs will inflate and the

cost over time may be more than a purchase. My least favorite site by far.

11 T his is too close to housing developments and will have a negative impact on

residents.

12 I would be pissed if I lived on Airport Rd. and you built a transfer station here. T he

increase in traffic alone would be terrible and the smell being blown by the

Ellensburg wind unimaginable.

14 While within the irrigated portion of the valley, this location poses the least

issues relative to surface water control/flooding of the currently proposed sites.

T he vicinity of the airport industrial park is also less likely to be built up into

residential areas.

15 Far and away, the WORST  option: - Roads will need a lot of improvement to

handle the traffic - A LOT  of customer traffic will go through residential areas. -

Residential development is trending in that direction - negative impact on

property values Side note: I believe the shotgun range relocation was struck

down largely by extremely vocal resident objections - the County will face similar

assaults with a transfer station. T he County ownership factor is a financial

convenience, nothing more.

17 We like this site the best because it appears the cost of land acquisition or rental

may be lower, and water concerns (surface water, groundwater and floodplain)

seem much less than the other two sites. Our one concern with this site would

be future population growth, as it seems that Ellensburg is growing to the north

faster than in other directions. T raffic routing may also be more of an issue.

thanks for your great web site to help keep us informed.

18 T his site is not compatible with airport operations. It would present a serious

hazard to flight operations as well as other airport activities. T he attraction of

birds alone is a disqualifying factor.

19 a lousy site - driving through town and residential area to access

ResponseID Response
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20 Would rate this site second out of the three sites, as it's already in an area that is

semi-industrial. T raffic access would need to be improved from 18th St. north to

accommodate increased traffic. While access has been added from Reecer

Creek, the most direct routes of Water or Airport Rd. would probably see the

brunt of increased traffic - not desirable for residential areas.

21 I see some of the same problems I noted in the Cement Plant site. It is too close

to existing and future residential sites and the increase in garbage truck traffic is

a detriment to the two lane roads and Central University. I needs to move farther

out. How about the county owned land on the other side of the airport.

24 In my opinion this site is the least viable. I think it would be too congested.

Having all that traffic filter through the University would be a terrible idea. I realize

that the cost may be less initially but with the high cost of a yearly lease the

costs will level out over time.

25 Prefer this site over the other two choices. It is closer to population, close to

airport which already has knowledge of location, it is not viewable from the

highway, close to CWU campus, and residential housing. Only concern is how

this new site might affect the airport in future years.

ResponseID Response
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ResponseID Response

1 T his would be my last choice. You will experience resistance in taking good

agricultural ground out of production similar to a utility scale solar proposed just

East of that site. It would not expose existing residential housing to truck traffic

and it is reasonably close to the interstate but utilities are not close and road

improvements would be necessary.

2 Worst site furthest away from population center and from population center

only one way in Canyon Road under I90 which is already a traffic jam. T his would

focus 90% or users to go down this path creating a nightmare. Also Barry road is

a narrow road and there is not much you can do on the south end of Barry road

to make it better. I believe missed the mark on this one and only loads going out

was considered not what is coming in.

3 High ground water levels and probably expensive farm ground, but this would be

my second choice.

4 T his site seems to have the best of both worlds. It is close to the freeway yet far

enough away from residential areas do not cause a problem. I think the

acquisition and utility costs would outbalance that however. And personally this

site would cause me to have to drive farther than I do now and farther than the

other two sites.

5 T here is a fish barring stream within the overlay as part of the project. Even if you

have a set back buffer area along the stream there will still be material blowing

into the stream that can affect the stream and be washing downstream to Wilson

Creek. T here is also a stream that has been illegally redirected off the property

to enter Wilson Creek at a different location so potentially you could be dealing

with two fish barring streams. Of the three proposed sites this is the only one

that isn't zoned for light industrial. T his site is zoned Commercial Ag. T he County

is losing agricultural production land at a fast rate as it is we shouldn't be taking

land out of production for a T ransfer Station that can be sited in an area already

zoned for industry.

6 T he only concern I have with this location is there is already a problem with

yakima bringing their waste to Eburg.

4. What are your thoug hts on the Tjossem Road site?

9



8 While it has good I-90 access the streets are residential in nature and not set up

for large trucks. Also a residential area with kids around. Lots of

groundwater/flooding in area with spring melts and then irrigation. As traffic

exits off I-90 first thing they will see is dump which is eyesore. T hat whole

T jossem region is either farmland or residential. T jossem Road drains traffic out

of the whole Badger Pocket area and traffic mix really would need to be

mitigated. Curious what zoning is at that site compared to cement plant.

9 My first choice. It is clearly near the population center and access from all parts of

the area, mostly without increasing town traffic and dragging big trucks through

town or a long detour around town. T his site may be met with less resistance

than the airport and if people understood it does not have to be an eyesore and

can be a neutral impact on the view it would help.

10 Dont use this site. My family farms near by and this will only give us more

problems trying to move crops and so forth. Plus theres no freeway enterance

really near it. And its more expensive.

12 Really...take a huge beautiful agricultural piece of land and turn it into a dump.

T hat ST INKS!!! Okay, I live on T jossem Rd and I don't really want it in my

backyard or front yard which would be the case. Who wants to look at an

industrial site 24/7 from their home that was purchased 40 years ago because of

its beautiful location surrounded by farmland but still close to town. I haven't

even finished my first paragraph and I'm crying. Not sure if it's because of what

we'll lose or what we'll be saddled with for the rest of our lives. T he traffic alone

would be insane with trucks coming and going all day long and probably

exceeding the speed limit to meet their work quotas. Not to mention wear and

tear on the road. When I said it stinks I meant that literally because my property is

down wind of this proposed dump. Have you been to the T ransfer Station on a

hot day? I have and I just about gag from the stench. I can't image having to be

subjected to this daily not to mention what it will do to property values of the

homes surrounding this choice. Next, have you consider how this will greet

visitors coming from the east as the first impression of Ellensburg...a dump!!!

Pretty unsightly!!! How close to town does the dump need to be? I can't believe

people wouldn't drive 5 extra minutes so that it doesn't have to be in someone

else's backyard. I would! PLEASE do not select this site!

14 T his site also has potential surface and ground water issues, with proximity to

existing ponds/lakes, the Yakima River and irrigation return flow channel(s).

ResponseID Response
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15 Second option: Easy access to freeway - Community perception will be "it's too

far away" (because it is) from the majority of the population - Could be too close

to residential neighborhood (let's not relive a Millpond Manor situation).

Personally, I think it's a waste of good, in-use agricultural land and it doesn't

present a nice aesthetic - a transfer station nestled amidst the ag fields.

16 T his site is harder to get to for the majority of users. A larger amount of users

would need to come through Ellensburg to get to this site.

19 an ok site - no close proximity to residential area

20 Would rate this last of the three sites. With the increasing population of Kittitas

County, agriculture lands south of I-90 should be preserved as best as possible.

In addition - Berry Rd, T jossem Rd and possibly Bull Rd (overpass addition or

underpass expansion) would need improvements for the increased traffic.

21 T his site also seems too close to the Mobil Home Park just west of the

proposed site. T hese people just spent the last 45-50 years putting up with the

Schaake feed lot smell and now you want to put the T ransfer Station next to

them. Granted, the Station would be down wind most of the time from the

T railer Park, but there will be days when the wind blows from the east and south.

T he traffic problem will be the same as the other two sites. Find a site further

from town where it cannot affect existing and future residential development.

ResponseID Response
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22 As owners of the home to the south of the proposed "T jossem Road" site, we

are very opposed to the transfer station being at that location for the following

reasons. T here is a deed restriction on much of that land that doesn't allow

buildings or roads to be built on it. T his deed restriction was put on when we

sold this land to Brunson's because we didn't want our view blocked and didn't

want roads on the property. 2. Even though the facility would be housed

indoors, litter would be a problem. It would be impossible for all of the litter to be

maintained. Litter would be a problem at the site, as well as on the access to the

site. T he field that would surround the proposed transfer station would be

export quality hay. T his hay is high quality hay that goes to foreign countries that

have very high standards. T he possibility of plastic or other garbage getting into

the bales of hay would be cause for the hay to be rejected by foreign buyers 3.

Brunson's recently bought this land, to farm, they shouldn't be forced to sell it.

T he field that is being considered is prime farm land, with senior water rights.

T his is expensive land that has had a lot of money put into it for irrigation

improvements (leveling and Linears) If the T ransfer Station was to get located

anywhere in the field, much of the irrigation system would have to be

redesigned. If Waste Management were to pay Brunsons, the land owners, what

it is worth it would be very expensive. 4.It has Bull Ditch on the north side of the

proposed land site. It has water drain from a pond on the north side of the

freeway that drains through the site. T he drain is piped under I-90 and under Bull

Ditch and along the eastern side of the site. 5. T he roads in this area are county

roads that weren't built for high traffic. T hey don't have have shoulders. T here

have been several accidents on Berry Road in the recent years. More traffic

would probably lead to more accidents. 6. We have personal reasons for not

wanting to live next door to the T ransfer Station. We have owned the area

surrounding our house for over 40 years. It was with much hesitation that we

sold some of the land. We did, however, put restrictions on the seller that there

is to be no buildings or roads because we value the view that we have. It doesn't

seem reasonable that we could have to look at the T ransfer Station right next

door. When the one Waste Management truck, picks up our garbage, several

pieces of garbage fly out of the truck as he drives down the road. I don't know

why this happens because our garbage is all bagged, but if that is any indication

of how much garbage would be flying around with multiple Waste Management

trucks, as well as people bringing their own garbage to the transfer station, littler

would be a huge problem. Because there isn't much traffic on Berry Road, it has

become a popular place for walkers and bicycles. It would become dangerous if

there was a lot of traffic. 7. We feel that we should have been personally been

told that this site, right next to our house, was one the the three final choices for

the T ransfer Station. We only knew about it because on September 20th there

was a "Letter to the Editor" in the newspaper that caught your attention.

Sincerely, Morrie and Pat Sorensen 1360 Berry Road 509-306-7300 623-266-

3219
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23 We don't feel that "T jossen Road Site" is an appropriate title for the project that

is much more closely connected to Berry Road. Even though the proposed site

is right next door to our house, we wouldn't have realized that it pertained to us

because we are a long ways from T jossem Road. Morrie and Pat Sorensen 1360

Berry Road 509-306-7300

24 T his would be my 2nd choice though I don't like the idea of filtering traffic down

Main St. to access it. Also I read a letter to the editor from a neighbor who gave a

more detailed description of the land and the possible impact to neighbors. I

realize that if we want garbage service we need to compromise but the Concrete

Plant site seems to be the least invasive in terms of residences and traffic.

25 Located on past farm land, concerned about chemicals, trash, bacteria leaking

into the underground water supply.

ResponseID Response
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1 You may want to elaborate on the enclosed tipping floor design so people who

do not use the site can understand this is not just a pile of garbage waiting to be

blown around. Compatability with heavy truck traffic is important to avoid

resistance from residential housing areas. T hanks for reaching out to the public

in this important project

2 Instead of all loads going I90 for Criteria as anyone talked to the hauler to see if

at airport and cement site they would utilize hyw 97? Why is there no where to

process recycling on new sites? Couldn't this be a source of income for the

county?

3 Please think this project through carefully, this is an expensive investment with

long term impacts and consequences if not done right.

4 T he acquisition costs for each of the sites is important. But if the site is to be

permanent (which I assume it is because I heard we don't want to have to do this

again) the Airport site is potentially the more expensive because of possible

lease rate increases. Also, it's surrounded by currently developed areas. T his

makes future expansion impossible. T he cement plant site or the T jossem site

are preferable in this area.

5 Everybody wants ever available amenity but nobody wants it in their backyard.

T he current location doesn't seem to be affecting the growth or economic

development in the surrounding area. T here have been several new businesses

built near the current location since the current T ransfer Station was built.

8 Keep it out of the residential areas. Big trucks and kids do not mix.

9 I don't think you are acquiring too much land. T he T jossen site would make a

handy place for a lot of public entities to use i.e. County and State public works

shops, State Patrol etc. Rent it to them until you need the whole thing. Good

luck!

10 Use land that is not farm land.

12 Put it somewhere out of site of neighbors!

5. Any other thoug hts for the team to consider as they select the preferred
site?

14



13 I think this is the best site from both an economic impact and minimizes the

impact to adjacent areas. T he airport is no easily accessed and is upwind from a

lot of residential properties and the T jossem Road site is productive agricultural

land, visible from freeway and adjacent to residential housing.

14 Although not as close to the city, an area outside the irrigation district would

mitigate potential groundwater impacts from solid waste and

composting/recycling activities. Areas to the east of Kittitas also receive less

annual precipitation, reducing precipitation management issues. Long-term

issues associated with solid waste facilities are generally water-related (except

landfills, where gas management is also an issue).

15 None at this time. T hank you for including the Community in this important

process.

16 Consider a 3 sided high roof enclosure for recycle containers. T his would allow

for more items to be recycled (like paper) as the wind would no longer be a

factor.

21 I assume because of the location of the three preferred sites, you want to hook

up to City Services. T his may be important, but at what cost to the surrounding

area. Just because you get there first does not mean you don't have an

obligation to strongly consider the effect on the surrounding areas. Find a

different site, like the north side of the Airport that hopefully does not effect

anyone.

24 I was impressed with how the 2nd meeting was conducted. It was informative

and the audience had some insightful questions and comments. I especially like

the idea of moving toward a value of less garbage. We need a universal

packaging program whereby all packaging is recyclable.

25 Needs to be accessible to locals, as well as CWU students, teachers, staff, etc.

Most students recycle whenever they can, if its not easy then people will not

recycle. T he site needs to be accessible for people who live in Ellensburg, but

also hidden from new visitors/guests, etc.

27 Have you considered moving the composting process only to another site and

add on to the existing solid waste structure. I believe there would be plenty of

room, and the flooding issues could be easily resolve with a slightly elevated

approach road to climb the hill. T his could save millions to the county.

28 It appears, from the data presented, that the airport site does the best job of

balancing zoning, environmental, and cost considerations.
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29 Please take into consideration closeness to current and future growth

residential areas. I feel that is most important when talking about waste

management facilities.

31 Why does this need to be so close to town ? I understand that people want it

convenient but does it matter if it is 2 miles or 6 miles from town ? I doubt people

would say forget it I am not going.
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1 I think it is a very good site.

2 Commissioners; Please take in to account the wind blows very hard at that

location, drivers will be driving 40-50 mph plus the 40 mile per hour head winds;

it is difficult to secure a load of garbage with an 80 mph head wind. Please

consider enlarging the current site, and farming the yard waste at another

location.

3 T his is not much different than the cement plant site as far as location. What may

figure in is the cost of dealing with the flood water and price of the ground itself.

T his new site is a little closer to a potential big box site but not enough to be a

factor in the decision between the two sites. I like both these sites near the west

interchange over the T jossem Road site. Good job! Shan Rowbotham

4 T his site looks promising. One big plus is less traffic will have to negotiate that

dreadful roundabout.

5 T his looks like an adequate site. I like to access routes available. It is far better

than the airport site. I would put the T jossem site above it simply because it is

more accessible to Kittitas and other points east of Ellensburg since Cle Elum,

etc. have access to the one near Cle Elum.

6 T he US 97/Old Highway 10 site needs to be presented with a similar information

as provided for the T jossem Road and Cement Plant sites in order to solicit

constructive feedback. Based on the single aerial provided, it is difficult or

impossible for much of the public to even know where exactly the site is, how it

would be accessed, or what the adjacent land uses and natural features are.

Please ask again when sufficient information is available to provide meaningful

feedback.

7 I think the US 97 site is too close to Reecer Creek road and potential housing

development on that end of the valley. T hink the Cement Plant site, which is

already a commercial site would be more appropriate site for a waste

management/transfer station. I would rather see the site remain in the same

location and hold the costs to customers at a low rate.

1. If you have any comments or concerns reg arding  the US 97/Old Hig hway 10
site, please enter them in the text box below, then click submit. Feedback will
be collected until February 23. For more information on the US 97/Old
Hig hway 10 site, please visit the Siting  Status tab.
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8 I think US97/Old Highway 10 or the cement site are both good choices. T he

area is already industrial in nature and there are no homes which are that close.

Given that the current transfer station is right in town and one hardly knows it's

there, maybe look at which one would best facilitate traffic flow. If it turns out

that the floodplain issues cannot be worked out in a feasible fashion, I would

prefer the cement plant over this one. Otherwise, it's a good site.

9 I think that this is a poor location, affecting all who reside in the area and wish to

maintain a rural/agricultural lifestyle. T he traffic increase would be significant, the

distance from the city is exceptional and this is a poor site to choose. I am

strongly against it!

10 I disagree with this site. I think it's too close to farm and community that at

minimum would be impacted by smell. In addition trash typically attracts birds that

could be a problem for farmers.

11 T he site location in a rural scenic area at the start of two scenic drives on 97 and

10 seems inappropriate. It will destroy the character of the area. T he concrete

plant is a better site. It's already impacted and less visible.

12 If 97/Old Highway 10 site can be mitigated for flooding, I would suggest that the

existing transfer station site be mitigated for flooding. Expand the the existing

drop-off area by making it double sided with two entry ramps. Increase, to two

sets of entry stations. I think the property could be reorganized in order to

accommodate a more efficient site. T hanks

13 I like it!

14 Please keep the current transfer station for use and develop a new station out

on 97. We cannot afford to build a total new facility.

15 Hello, It seems the potential retail development of the land which lies downwind

of the 97/10 site may be impacted by sight, smell, and litter. I feel the cement

plant site is better as it already services heavy commercial truck traffic which

includes dust and noise. T here would be minimal down wind impact by added

activity of this kind at the cement plant site. T hank you for your service and the

opportunity for my opinion.

16 I believe the 97/10 site and the cement plant site are equally excellent locations.

T hey are far preferable to the T jossem site due to traffic flow by avoiding the

congested south interchange, the comparable productive farm land loss and the

exposed view from I90.
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17 If there were any smell emanating from the Hwy 97 site (sites), wouldn't we get

the prevailing winds straight into Ellensburg? Mot that the wind ever blows in

Ellensburg.

18 Again, As a business owner near the hwy 97/10 site, I don't like it for many

reasons; I don't think it fits in with potential retail shopping that may go in

someday, also it will add to the truck congestion on the round about. I am

concerned about odor from the site impacting current and potential retail

businesses. I am also concerned about garbage blowing from vehicles who's

loads are not properly secured for the 40-50 mph speed limits plus the spring

time 40-50 mph head winds.(I'm not sure people secure their loads for 100 mph

winds). Update the current facility and move the farming to T josem Road.

Sincerely, Jeff Faltus

19 T he site provides significant advantages over the cement site owing to access

and site circulation proximate to Highway 10 and recirculation (traffic) back

through the west interchange. T he Flood Control Zone District is able to adjust

existing floodplain issue through it floodplain development permit process.

Proximity to I90 and the ease of mounting I90 via the newly constructed

roundabout make the site attractive. T he impact of displacing valuable crop land

is also minimized with this site - providing an advantage over the T Jossem site.

20 Of the three currently proposed sites this would be my second choose after the

Cement Plant facility. T his location is after the cement plant because it is closer

to residential housing. T he 100 year floodplain is clearly misplaced as it marks

old irrigation ditches and is not even close to Reecer Creek. T his floodplain

issue should be resolvable. Compared to the T josseum location where the

tentative layout has part of the facility over the top of a creek.

21 I would put the plant on either one of the US97 sites. T hey are right across the

highway from each other. I would decide based on acquisition cost and

development cost - or total cost of construction on either site.

22 Either this site or the "cement plant" site seem like better options than T jossem.

Much easier accessibility and they are located west of the city, which is where

people are going to continue to expand (and have garbage to get rid of)

23 Concerned this will bring/funnel even more traffic to an already congested area,

despite the new roundabout.

24 T his seems the least desirable of the sites. We haven't exactly had great success

in managing water and runoff in other projects in the same area.
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25 T his appears to be the most desirable site and meets all the criteria.

26 When I think of wind and smells, I think if those are our only choices, it would be

T jossem Rd, downwind from Ellensburg with easy and quick access to the

freeway.

27 Please keep the existing transfer station and build a similar one elsewhere. We

do not have the funds to build a brand new whole transfer station!

28 Our vote is NO, NO, NO! Horrible site choice. For one thing it would be a huge

eye sore to the community. Our vote would be for Bowers Field. T hank you for

considering our opinion. Bruce & Judy Montgomery

29 T he water table is shallow in this area. Just look at the cattails adjacent to this

sight. Why build in areas prone to flooding or high water tables? T he wind will

blow garbage and the smell towards town. Why not consider a site east of

Ellensburg where the land is more arid, less impact on landowners, and leave the

areas close in (and on the way North on 97) with a clean and pleasant view.

Consider the population density of this area v. the density further east.

Regarding people having to drive a little further, "If you build it they will come."

30 Hello. I do have some concerns on the US 97/Old Highway 10 site. My name is

Cristy "Cris" Ellingson-Jett and I own property a ways down and along US 97

myself. For seven years I also served as a planning commissioner in the City of

Black Diamond, WA. Having reviewed the plans I have a few concerns I would like

to see addressed. T his location, besides the potential flooding impact which has

been reviewed by your staff, has it appears, four separate routes of ingress and

egress along US 97. Reducing that number to only one or two seems prudent if

this site is seriously considered as it would be safer.. It is also close to the

intersection of the two highways a well as close to the Iron Wayne/John Wayne

trail. T he "grinder" location should be sited elsewhere, further from US 97, both

for noise asthetics as well as potential impact to motorists if the grinder is

suddenly started up. Also what kind of lighting abatement is planned and what

mitigation steps are considered to minimize light and glare offsite as well as

minimize chances for debris to travel offsite due to strong winds often found in

the area. T he relocation to this site would significantly increase industrial noise

levels in the area, which is currently relatively quiet and residential in nature. I

would also like to suggested another site, that being along the roadway east of

the truck repair and University Auto (the dealership address being 1817 North Sr

97.) T he zoning and roadway at that point is industrial and four lanes, much

better for placement of the transfer station. It is also easier to travel to with the

interstate nearby, for the removal of the full containers to offsite destinations.

T hank you for your consideration. Sincerely, Cris Ellingson, 120 Cross Creek

Drive, Ellensburg, WA 98926 Ph: 509-925-9499
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31 By looking at the map and the residential neighborhoods involved, I feel the

T jossem Rd site is a much better choice for a transfer station. I feel the US

97/Old Highway sites sits much closer to residental housing than needs to. I feel

the Cement Plant site is a 2nd best choice before the Old 97 site for the same

reasons. I would chose Old 97 site last.

32 I think the west interchange is the wrong place for the project. Our future in that

location is more housing and retail businesses. Not compatible to have transfer

station located there !! Makes no sense unless we want to kill growth out there.

We can do better. Let's explore locations that make sense and have less impact

on the surrounding neighbors. Dale Jurgens Ellensburg

33 Whatever site ultimately is approved, I strongly encourage adoption of

procedures that will allow an expansion—not restriction—of materials accepted

for recycling, including sufficient dumpsters for such items. T his should include

expanded acceptance of varieties of plastic, and of acceptance of flatboard (e.g.,

cereal boxes, not just corrugated cardboard).
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1. Please review the secondary criteria below and check the three criteria most
important to you when selecting  a new site.

2



Value Percent Responses

Zoning (current zoning designation) 8.1% 3

Drive time from population center (maximizes ease of customer

access)

24.3% 9

Floodplain (minimizes potential for impact to floodplain) 24.3% 9

Current land use (current land use is most supportive of

developing a transfer station)

27.0% 10

Drive time access to interstate and landfill (minimize long-haul

costs by locating site close to I-90 intersection)

16.2% 6

Surface waters (Minimizes potential for impact to wetlands and

related wildlife)

21.6% 8

Depth to groundwater (shallow groundwater will impact

development cost)

13.5% 5

Endangered species (minimizes potential for impact to

endangered species)

10.8% 4

Cultural resources (historic properties/archeological

resources; minimizes potential for impact to historic properties

or archeological resources)

5.4% 2

Proximity to existing/future residential neighborhoods (site

not likely to result in impacts to persons living or working near

the transfer station)

35.1% 13

T raffic impacts (e.g. changes needed, traffic impact; truck

route(s) to the transfer station appropriate for heavy trucks

and not likely to affect existing persons or businesses)

64.9% 24

Ownership of property (maximize ease of property acquisition) 8.1% 3

Acquisition and development cost (minimize costs required to

acquire and prepare site for use)

27.0% 10

3
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4 T o close to residential housing

5 i believe this is the perfect site for the new transfer station!

6 I believe this is a perfect site as it will give the farmers in badger pocket closer

access to a disposal site and maybe they will stop burying household waste and

unwanted items instead of recycling and donating to charity.

9 I live on T jossem Rd.(24 yrs.,) so it would be very nice and convenient for me,

however traffic has greatly increased in the last several years and we have a LOT

of farm equipment on the road mixed in with hay trucks, people speeding,

sometimes bicycles, or even animals and it has just become a very busy

hazardous road in my opinion. T he transfer station would just make it worse. I

think it's too close to town as well. Not sure but wouldn't it eventually get

surrounded by new houses? So although it's convenient I am totally against this

site.

10 Expense of land prep.

11 Probably the best site - however, too close to current developments if future

growth is considered.

12 Prime fertile farm land - large supplier of T imothy Hay. Protected wildlife -

Audubon society, field stream Roads not designed to accommodate traffic and

large trucks

13 Existing road system very inadequate. Also too far from I-90.

14 T his site should absolutely not be used. T he surrounding land use is mostly farm

ground and the large pond is used extensively by waterfowl. T he transfer site

activity would eliminate most bird activity and the farms would unfortunately be

the recipient of noise and blowing trash.

15 Access seems like a major limitation. Best if it can come past the truck stop and in

from the north. Berry Rd. from south is densely populated off Canyon Rd.

17 3

2. What comments or concerns do you have reg arding  the Tjossem Road site?
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18 Best site -> out of the floodplain, not too far from town

20 T his site has several negative impacts: - Visibility from the freeway -

Access/infrastructure - Impact of property value of proximate landowner -

Removal of ag land - Wildlife habitat impact

22 I sure don't think the site should be visible from the freeway traffic

23 No, it's Mill Pond displacement on someone else. It's [illegible].

24 Road access (according to KCT S) is from Berry Road. T jossem Road would be

0.5 mile south from the site and would not be an access road. T his site should

be called Berry Road Site, as that is the area that will be negatively impacted.

T jossem Road site is inaccurate and misleading.

25 T he eastern and south eastern boundaries of the site are formed by an

Unnamed Stream that is a tributary to Lyle Creek. T his stream flows year round

and is fish bearing. Lyle Creek and Unnamed Stream come together south of the

proposed facilities. • Although not shown, the new access road on the northern

portion of the property would have to cross Lyle Creek, another fish bearing

stream and a tributary to Wilson Creek. Years ago, a fish passage barrier was

removed near the confluence of Lyle and Wilson to improve access to Lyle

Creek. • T jossem Pond, south of the site, is an important waterfowl stopover

site. T his location is well known for a diverse assemblage of birds throughout

the year. Several species on the PHS list have been documented here. • T here is

probably a relatively low risk of surface water flooding this site, but the proximity

to Wilson Creek, Bull Canal, Lyle Creek, and Unnamed Stream pose some risks of

flooding to the facility. • T he water table is likely high throughout the irrigation

season, decreasing the efficiency of typical stormwater ponds and potentially

increasing interactions with groundwater. T he proximity to the canyon (natural

constriction) may influence groundwater elevations.
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26 We live near the proposed "T jossem Road" site. We don't want the transfer

station to be at that site for lots of reasons. (We have sent very detailed letters

previously.) One big problem with this site is that we put a deed restriction on

that land when we sold it to Brunsons. T he deed restriction says that there are

to be no roads or buildings in that field West and South of Lyle Creek. T his deed

restriction means that you can't put in a road from Berry Road to the "T jossem

Road" site. I can provide you will maps and the legal documentation if you would

like to look at it. In summary this is what the Deed Restriction says" Declarants

hereby agree and covenant that Declarants and Declarants' heirs, successors

and assignees shall not construct any new buildings or roads on that portion of

the Property legally described above in Recital C, which is west and south of the

centerline of Lyle Creek. Sincerely Pat Sorensen 1360 Berry Road

sorensen@elltel.net 509-306-7300

28 Its to close to residential .

32 Harder to access because most traffic would have to go through Canyon Rd

interchange with is a pain already.

34 Since it is the most expensive and also the closest to flood plain, I would think

this is the last choice.

35 I think it's too far away

36 T his site is currently in farm ground and very near homes. T he other sites would

have less impact to people living in the valley. T his is a beautiful area that should

not be used in this manner. Definitely against this site!

37 T his is an important BIRD AREA here in Kittitas co. Sorensons Ponds are located

here. Use as a transfer station would be bound T o hAve anegatime impact on

wildlife here.there are ponds here which attract a lot of birds. Esp Waterfowl. It is

important birding area for locals, Audubon Society field trips and people from out

of town who see the ponds listed on Audubon pamphlet about birding in Kittitas

County. T his is an inappropriate location for a transfer station. It would probably

require a n environmental SEPA review by the state. Please choose another site.

38 Seems to involve the longest drive for just about everybody. T hat general area is

all very low-lying. Seems that there's lots of potential for wastes to get into

surface and ground waters.

ResponseID Response
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39 My main concern with this site is its aesthetic appearance from I-90. I believe it

would be a eye sore in the middle of one of our counties agricultural areas. T his

area gives a good visual representation of the agricultural importance of Kittitas

County to so many as they travel this section of the I-90 corridor. I also believe

either of the other two sites would be better served by the existing higher

capacity roads in close proximity to I-90.

40 T oo far from most of town. T here is only one route from town to the site and

that is along Canyon Road which is at times very busy. T his would be my lowest

choice. It may also cost the most. I do not care for this site.

41 T his site looks to me like it would much more suited to agricultural rather than a

transfer station. It also appears to cost the most so I would list it as number 3 on

list of solutions.

42 Last choice of the three. Should not be destroying more of our productive

farmland. Next to a scenic byway. Nothing scenic about a transfer station.

Streams and ponds close by. Impact on I-90 exit / entrance - would need

improvements.

43 T jossem Road site should not be used at all. T he nearby Sorenson Pond would

be adversely affected. Sorenson Pond is used by lots of birds and deserves to

not be impacted by the noise and traffic.

44 Poor existing roads for traffic and there is a nearby community neighborhood.

Looks like good farmland. Owner does not sound willing to sell. Worst of the 3

choices.

45 - Makes the least sense - not traffic friendly, too far away - We need to protect

and keep our T imothy Hay crops! Owner is not willing to sell!

47 T railer park next door. Area has a history of high water table during spring and

irrigation season.

48 T his is near a prime migratory birding pond. I do not believe this site should be

considered as the noise and traffic will have a negative impact on the wildlife.

ResponseID Response
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49 As owners of the land adjoining this proposed dumpsite and access road, we

understandably are very opposed to this location. We just built a new house in

2017. T his dumpsite would be 450 feet east of our new home. A dump next

door would DEST ROY the value of our home and property. We also agree with

the many valid objections given in the other responses and feel they bear

repeating: 1. good agricultural ground would be taken out of production 2. Berry

Road is residential in nature and not set up for large trucks, heavy traffic, and

resulting wear and tear 3. Berry Road is narrow without shoulders and has

limited turning access at T jossem Road due to a small bridge 4. no close existing

access to utilities 5. added "nightmare" congestion along the main access from

Canyon Road/Main Street 6. furthest distance (of the 3 proposed sites) from

population center 7. two fish-bearing streams (Lyle and Wilson Creeks), Bull

Canal and pond drainage from the north would be adversely effected 8. high

ground water which increases dramatically during irrigation season 9. this site is

zoned Commercial Ag, not Light Industrial 10. disgusting, unsightly view for I-90

travelers as a "Welcome to Ellensburg" 11. destruction of existing beautiful

views for the MANY of us that have been here 40 years or more 12.

uncontrolled stench 13. blowing trash and litter 14. too close to Millpond Manor

Mobile Home Park 15. deed restriction in existence on adjoining land that

doesn't allow buildings or roads 16. Berry Road would no longer be safe for

those now using it for walking and bicycling 17. contamination to area wells,

creeks and underground water supply What about the Growth Management

Act? T his proposed dumpsite would be built on prime irrigated farmland. Is the

GMA not intended to protect prime agricultural land? T he current GMA

brochure states "growth management protects valuable farmland from the

pressure to develop." You know, no one makes new farmland…

50 Like this site.

51 T his is the only site that would remove the rural character of the county. It is

actively in crop production and surrounded by other crops. T his would also be

one of the first things people see coming into Ellensburg from I-82. Please keep

this farmland, our countys fertile ground is already trying to be developed with

solar and wind projects.

52 T his site is in an area that I would like to see strictly farming, not "industrial."

53 T his site seems to be better suited to agricultural/residential use and there

aren't currently any industrial sites in the area.

ResponseID Response
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3 Dear County Commissioners, November 9, 201 We are owners of the home to

the south, adjacent to the proposed "T jossem Road" site for relocation the

garbage transfer station. We are very opposed to the transfer station being at

that location for the following reasons. 1.T here is a deed restriction on much of

that land that doesn't allow buildings or roads to be built on it. T his deed

restriction was put on when we sold this land to the Brunson's because we

didn't want our view blocked and didn't want roads on the property. 2. Brunson's

recently bought this land, to farm, they shouldn't be forced to sell it. T he field

that is being considered, is prime farm land, with senior water rights. T his is

expensive land that has had a lot of money put into it for irrigation improvements

(leveling and Linears) If the T ransfer Station was to get located anywhere in the

field, much of the irrigation system would have to be redesigned. If the County

were to pay Brunsons, the land owners, what it is worth it would be very

expensive. 3. Even though the facility would be housed indoors, litter would be a

problem. It would be impossible for all of the litter to be maintained. Litter would

be a problem at the site, as well as on the access to the site. T he field that would

surround the proposed transfer station would be export quality hay. T his hay is

high quality hay that goes to foreign countries that have very high standards.

T he possibility of plastic or other garbage getting into the bales of hay would be

cause for the hay to be rejected by foreign buyers 4. It has Bull Ditch on the

north side of the proposed land site. It has water drain from a pond on the north

side of the freeway that drains through the site. T he drain is piped under I-90

and under Bull Ditch and along the eastern side of the site. 5. T he roads in this

area are county roads that weren't built for high traffic. T hey don't have have

shoulders. T here have been several accidents on Berry Road in the recent years.

More traffic would probably lead to more accidents. 6. Until recently our family

owned most of the farm fields along Berry Road. About 30 years ago members of

the Field and Stream Club furnished and installed signs that read "Game

Preserve- No Hunting or T respassing" on all of our farm land. T hey did this

because they noticed an abundance of wildlife in our fields and they wanted a

place where the birds could rest when they are migrating. A transfer station in

this area would undoubtedly interfere with bird migration and wild life. 7. Within a

half mile of the proposed site is our pond, which is labeled on many maps as

"T jossem Pond". T his pond is a hotspot for observing birds. Over 30% of all the

species of birds that have ever been observed in Kittitas County, have been

observed on our pond. www.ebird.com is a website that lists and shows pictures

of many of the birds that are observed at this pond. Go to "Explore data" then go

to "Explore Hotspots". 8. T here is an osprey nest on Berry Road near the

proposed "T jossem Road" Land fill site.Osprey are protected under both federal

and state wildlife laws. T he osprey is a migratory bird protected by the Migratory

3. What comments or concerns do you have reg arding  the Cement plant site?
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the T ransfer Station. We have owned the area surrounding our house for over

40 years. It was with much hesitation that we sold some of the land. We did,

however, put restrictions on the buyer that there is to be no buildings or roads

because we value the view that we have. It doesn't seem reasonable that we

could have to look at the T ransfer Station right next door. When the Waste

Management truck, picks up our garbage, several pieces of garbage often fly out

of the truck as he drives down the road. If that is any indication of how much

garbage would be flying around with multiple Waste Management trucks, as well

as people bringing their own garbage to the transfer station, littler would be a

huge problem. Because there isn't much traffic on Berry Road, it has become a

popular place for walkers and bicycles. It would become dangerous if there was a

lot of traffic. 10. We feel that we should have been personally been told that this

site, right next to our house, was one the the three final choices for the T ransfer

Station. We only knew about it because on September 20th there was a "Letter

to the Editor" in the newspaper that caught our attention. Sincerely, Morris and

Patricia Sorensen 1360 Berry Road 509-925-9436 CC Kittitas County Field and

Stream essman@fairpoint.net CC Kittitas Audubon Society P.O. Box 1443

Ellensburg, WA 9892 kittitasaudubon@hotmail.com

5 this is located too far from the population center.

9 No opinion

10 Seems most appropriate to build transfer station. Not sure how traffic would be

effected with other businesses and truckers on 97.

11 Probably the best site - has adequate roads.

13 Probably the next best site - However, too close to current developments if

future growth is considered.

14 Our preferred site. T his site seems most suitable for the activity. It affects the

least amount of residential homes, is next to a noisy major highway, and is

somewhat shielded from view.

15 Looks good. Same comments as US 97/Old HWY 10 site.

17 1

18 Out of floodplain is best

20 Of the three sites, this seems to be the best. It doesn't seem to impact nearby

property owners adversely and is proximate to infrastructure.

21 Most logical spot that would be my 1st choice

Bird T reaty Act 9. We have personal reasons for not wanting to live next door to 
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22 Good choice

23 Has my vote. T his if I understand it is between I-90 97. It has right turn access

from Rt 10 Faust intersection. Good for [illegible] Less new environmental impact

Already industrial

25 Mapped wetlands appear on the site. Many are likely artificially constructed, but

may be providing habitat and water quality functions that should be mitigated for.

• Mill Ditch runs along the western and southern portions of this property. It is

an irrigation ditch that is screened. • T his property was historically part of the

Yakima River floodplain/channel migration zone; now separated by I-90. It is

highly likely this property is in hyporheic exchange with the Yakima River. T his

likely results in a relatively high water table throughout most of the year (as

evidenced by the water surface elevation in the surrounding ponds). Protecting

water quality will be of the upmost importance. • Overland flooding may be

limited due to I-90 and the Dry Creek levee, but ground water flooding seems

likely to occur during high flow events.

28 I feel this would be a good place for it . It is away from homes and businesses.

34 T his would be my first choice since it has been utilized by a cement company--

which has probably made the land less desirable for other things and its a good

location.

35 T hink this is a viable option, not around homes but fairly accessible to others

and a short drive

36 T his seems a good site and in an area with less homes near it.

37 Not familiar with it.

38 Looks like a good site, with easy access for most people. I see little difference

between Cement plant and US97/Old Highway 10 sites.

39 I prefer either the Highway 10 or Cement plant over the T jossem site primarily

for access.

40 T his is perhaps the best site to avoid water problems. It's location provides for

multiple routes for access from most of the lower county over roads that at this

time are not particularly crowded with traffic. A good site. Number 1 on my list..

Possibly the lowest cost.

ResponseID Response
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41 My concern here would be staying out of the floodplain so as not to have

problems we have with the current site. But, I would tend to vote this as the

preferred site.

42 Best location of the three. Close to I-90. Hwy 97 and Hwy 10. Would improve on

an already eyesore. Not destroying productive farmland.

44 2nd best choice but closet to I-90 and poor aesthetics for travelers

45 2nd choice - please keep Ellensburg beautiful for our travelers along I-90!

47 T oo near the river. Anyone remember the old dump? It was located at the KOA

campground and immediately up-river from the current bridge.

50 T raffic impacts, location near future development.

51 Seems to be the best option. Already been developed. No floodplans, Close to I-

90 and won't impact traffic as much as the US97/Old 10 would.

52 My only concern re: this site and the US 97/Old Highway 10 site is that you

either have to go through town to get there or go through the Roundabout at

the West Interchange. T he potential for increased "litter" along either of these

routes is great.

53 T his seems to fit the area well. Already industrial development in the area, close

to freeway, and not likely to ever become a residential area.

ResponseID Response
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5 too far away.

7 I think this is the best site.

9 No opinion

10 Extra expenses for water flow. If it weren't for the water situation, would pick this

sight as #1.

11 Existing road system very inadequate. Also, too far from I-90/

13 Probably the best site - has adequate roads.

14 T here are more residential homes affected by this site and is further from the

noisy I-90. Second choice.

15 Good location. T his surrounding area is already used for industrial purposes.

17 2

18 No go! Stay out of flood plain

22 Good choice

23 Eh. One less field....poor birds... Unless your thinking of adding a rail spur, good

luck with BNSF and hauling stuff to Yakima.

4. What comments or concerns do you have reg arding  the US97/Old Hig hway
10 site?
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25 Mapped wetlands appear at the southern extent of the property. T hese may (or

may not) be associated with the irrigation ditch that delivers water through the

property. Although they are likely low habitat value currently, any wetland losses

should be fully mitigated. (T here may be opportunities for mitigation at the

northern extent of the property.) • T he floodplain areas identified by FEMA on

this site represent current irrigation ditch alignment. T hese ditches can and do

convey floodwaters associated with Reecer Creek (and sometimes Dry Creek). •

Reecer Creek flows east of the property. It is a fish bearing stream that has

benefited from multiple publicly funded projects to restore fish habitat. ESA

listed steelhead are present in Reecer Creek as well as coho and chinook

salmon. • During the irrigation season, there is probably a relatively high water

table at this location as well due to its proximity to Reecer Creek and the delivery

ditches supplying water to this property and nearby parcels.

28 Not familier with this site.

29 Additional traffic / road damage/noise/. Can be seen from freeway " T ake the first

freeway exist after the transfer station...". Close to sensitive environmental areas

e.g. ground water, river, water runoff. Or how about this " my house in the

development just east of the dump. And when the wind blows just right, you can

really smell the mountain air! "

32 Negative visual impact and smell when coming into town.

34 T his would be my second choice.

35 think this is the second most viable choice

36 It would be my second choice.

37 Not familiar with it.n

38 Looks like a good site, with easy access for most people. I see little difference

between Cement plant and US97/Old Highway 10 sites.

39 I prefer either the Highway 10 or Cement plant over the T jossem site primarily

for access.

40 T his site also provides for multiple routes for access from most of the lower

county over roads that at this time are not particularly crowded with traffic. A

good site. Because of a steam proximity, flood control may cost a bit more than

the Cement Plant Site. A good site Number 2 on my list.

ResponseID Response
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41 I have the same concern as the Cement plant site, but it seems the Cement plant

site would be better. I could rate this a toss up to the Cement plant site. I would

get down to costs between these last two sites and pick the cheapest,

everything else being equal.

42 Second choice, but would not be something you want visitors to see when

coming into Ellensburg on US97.

44 Seems the best of these 3 - has 2 highway access for traffic

45 Best choice in terms of traffic patterns

47 Best site from ground water stand point.

50 T raffic impacts, location near future development.

51 Decent option but the flood plans are a concern with how expensive it will be to

build and I think it will cause traffic issues, Hwy 10 is well used at all times.

52 I prefer this site, mainly because I could understand the "map" better. It seems

more logical.

ResponseID Response
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2 I understand one owner has indicated they are not interested in selling. I would

eliminate that one.

5 none, thankyou.

8 T hanks for the website/presentation. I have not been attending any of the

meetings, so this was especially informative. T he Cement plant site is my

favorite.

9 FYI someone who works on Umtanum Rd. near the sheriff's office says the smell

from the current transfer station can pretty bad on hot summer days.

10 Property taxes may not rise, but I'm sure fees for garbage, etc will rise. T hey

always get you one way or another. We the people will be paying for it.

13 Kittitas County has been woefully inept at planning for future growth, especially

considering infrastructure. Need adequate traffic system considering the project.

Slow down overall growth until infrastructure plans are developed and

presented to the public.

14 T he present site is best if it can be updated for service.

15 Double the liner thickness and double seal the seams.

17 T hank you for the presentation. Your staff answered all my questions.

18 Don't be too close to the river (Yakima) or floodplain. Add recycling!! More bins.

Make it easy to recycle. Protect wildlife! Preserve water quality

19 Stay at current site and improve layout and flooding plan.

20 they need to consider sites that have the fewest negative impacts on existing

proximate landowners. You can call it a transfer station, but it's the "dump." As a

landowner of two properties "down-flow" from the T jossem site, I have

concerns for the contamination of my well water and other homes "down-flow"

form the T jossem site.

5. Do you have any other thoug hts you would like to share?
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23 If I understand: the cement plant has potential for a bike bridge across I-90 to S.

T horp HWY and Hanson Road. Actually, the woman who suggested redesigning

what we have works. the long haul trucks and public can be coordinated. there's

city buildings nearby. T hat's your property potential. Let us have full access - a

few days to look around. You never know...

24 Why can't we recycle paper? It is a very common recyclable especially among

university staff and students.

25 We were not able to attend the public meeting last night, but wanted to provide

a few comments on each of the sites for your consideration as you move toward

final site selection. We strongly encourage you to work with Public Works as

new floodplain maps are currently being developed that may influence site plans

and/or site selection for each area. Please contact me if you have any further

questions or comments about what we've provided below. T hanks for your

consideration and we look forward to working with you on this important

project.

27 I live in Briarwood next to BiMart. T he current location badly pollutes this area in

the early morning hours when they burn. T he affected people include those in

the hospital, 3 assisted living facilities, the Rehab Center, and all residents east of

the T ransfer Station's facility. Living downwind of this facility is a nightmare.

Ellensburg also tolerates burning outdoors and wood fireplaces in the winter

that add to the polluted air the elderly must breathe in the winter. T his area is a

lowest elevation in Ellensburg and suffers from poor air quality year around

because of refuse and wood burning. Please move transfer station Northeast of

the town. T hank you. Barbara Gordon (Soil Scientist, USDA, retired)

29 Could the existing transfer station be retrofitted to mitigate the flood risk? T hat

would give the county time to implement reduce / recycle solid waste transfer

programs without the delta cost of a completely new facility. T he cheapest

option is always reduce the volume vs. build more.

30 T he potential sites: T he Cement Plant T he T jossem Road T he US 97 Old HWY

10 All bad locations, the potential sites are too far from town. Keep the transfer

station where it is at.

31 -Very opposed to moving -Current location is very convenient, ideal -Your

flooding isn't that much of a problem, cheaper to build a dike -Moving further

away will mean heavy equipment driving on country roads

ResponseID Response
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32 Why isn't the postcard sent out about this on recycled paper? When will this

County catch up in terms of more types of recycling? When we will be able to get

chips made from construction project ends, milled lumber.

33 Make a new upper county transfer station instead

34 Looks like you have considered all my concerns in your evaluations. It would be

nice if you could increase the items you accept in the recycle bins to include

more plastics or mixed paper. I do appreciate your recycle programs--including

the shredding and battery recycle.

35 T hanks for getting community imput

40 I believe that a major consideration for the site location and layout should be to

facilitate the publics use of the site for recycling, yard waste disposal (which is

not collected by Waste Management) and the disposal of other waste by those

of us (such as myself) who use the transfer station instead paying a premium for

a waste pickup service. For us the ease of access is the principle thing desired un

the site. And we do pay the tab. Please keep the public posted via the

newspaper. T hank you.

41 I would really let the engineers decide between the Cement Plant site and the

US97/Old Highway 10 site. By that, I mean choose the site that is the most cost

effective, both in building and long term maintenance. I do not think protecting

endangered species is really relevant for such a small site.

42 Ellensburg is known for it's farming (hay), cattle and now orchards. We need to

stop destroying productive land. T here is nothing wrong with the transfer

station now and must better uses for the large amount of money that would be

spent.

44 Property owner is willing to sell rather than forced SE downwind residential

areas not affected by odors

45 Respect landowners livelihood! Respect the property owners and don't force

them to sell. Protect family farms, neighbors, and water quality. Downwind

property owners need to be considered as well.

50 East of Kittitas
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52 We use the transfer station A LOT . T he personnel are absolutely A and so

helpful. We are amazed, though at the things that end up in solid waste that

could have been recycled. I don't have an answer to that problem. Education, I

guess.

53 Could reopening the old landfill site at Ryegrass be reconsidered to reduce

transport costs?
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